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ABSTRACT ---

Reported are second year data from an on-going
project concerned with identification and facilitation of verbal
'talent in early adolescence..Parent and teacher nominations 'of junior
high students and verbal scores on the Scholastic Aptitude'TeSt
(SAT-V) are described as primary assessment tools. Overall the
enrichment sample is described as bright, socially perceptive, and
potentially creative with the boys character'i'zed as introverted,

'theoretically oriented, and socially reserved and the girls.
extraverted, action-oriented, and socially outgoing. Mathematically
and verbally gifted youngsters are compared. Examined are features of
a summer enrichment program incltding a creative writing course
(requiring outside reading, writing assignments, and a
seminar-morklhoilin'the poetry, fiction, and drama genres), a social

science course (in first-year scollege level anthropology), and
evaluation procedures (including tests of improvement in convergent
and divergent thinking) Such project activities as the following are
described: dissemination of information, personal, educational, and
college course counseling sessions, a student newsletter, a six-month
followup survey of students' educational situations, and a study of
the relationship between precocity in formal operations and
intelligence. Project accomplishments are summarized and future goals

outlined. (LC)
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Introduction

This document comprises the second annual report of the Johns
.

Hopkins Study of Verbally Gifted Youth, a project sponsored by the

Sjencer Foundation of Chicago. As originally formulated the project

is concerned with the identificatibn and facilitation of verbal .(as

contrasted with quantitative) talent in early adolescence. This

14ent4ils-problems .of4efinition as well as

thtre are both conceptual and methodological problems at stake here.

The project is also concerned with evaluating its,selectiotynd

faCilitation procedures, and attempting to upgrade these processes.

accordingly. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the project

seeka\ a broader conceptualization and understan4ing of human in-
k

telii4ence than that provided by the viewpoints 1:evalent in

conteziporary psychology.

This second year's work was conceived of as a replication of

the findings of the first year. Consequently the format of the

ti

present report will closely parallel that of the first year.

Section I describes the methods used this year to identify verbal
t

talent; it also offers a characterization orverbal giftedness as

found in our various samples. Section -lI contains the most. detailed

comparison we can now make of mathematically and verbally gifted

youngsters. Section III presents a discussion of our summer writing

and social science programs- -our primary enrichment procedures--

1
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along with an evaluation of their results. When combined with the data

from last year's summer programs, A is possible to form a reasonably

clear notion of our relative success at encouraging verbal talent.

Section ry describes some of our other, activities in additOn.to

AO
those of selection and facilitation of verbal:talent; i.e., efforts

to proMulgate our findings, to support verbal giftedness on a personal

basis, to implement our facilitation methods in the public schoolsi,

and to expand our theoretical understanding of verbal giftedness.

These aspects of our multi-faceted operation do not lend thiMselves

to simple summarization and must therefore be distussed piecemeal.

Section v is a summing up of what we have and have not discoveraa

about the study of verbal giftedness thus fez. It is a state of the

art statement as concerns our project. Section VI sets forth our

goals and aspirations for next year and beyond. The content and

function of the Appendix Fare self-explanatory.
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I. The Assessment of Verbal Giftedness

The assessment procedures for this year were intended to replicate

those of last year. Consequently, we relied primarily on the verbal

portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT-V) as a selection device.

Beginning in the Fall of 1973, parents and teachers from all over

Maryland were requested, by mail, bv newspaper advertisements, and by

radio commercials, to give us the . .mes of 12- or 13-year-old children

who had scored at or above the 98th percentile on a standardized measure

of verbal achievement. Nominated` students were invited to take part in

our "Verbal Talent Search" by attending a testing session either at

Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, or American University in .

Washington, D. C., on February 9, 1974. At these two centers, 422

students were tested. At the testing session all students completed

the Remote Associates Test (RAT), the Guilford Consequences Test, a

biographical questionnaire, and the verbal portion of the Scholastic-

Aptitude Test (SAT).

Students who desired to join our Talent Search but did not qualify

on the basis of test scores were invited to submit a sample of their

writing. In all, 84 students submitted qualifying writing samples in

lieu of a test score.

The purpose of the SAT testing and collection of writing samples

was to choose students for a summer enrichment program. Thus there

were two alternative paths to our summer program--by receiving a high
4.

score on a competitive test, or by submitting a written product that

we judged to reflect an unusual degree of Writing skill.



From this initial screening, the following students (called "Verbal
ft

Winners") were invited-to return to Hopkins on April 6, 1974, for

further testing: 30 7th. grade boys and girls with SII.T-V scores above

500; 21 8th 'grade girls with SAT-V scores above 5701 16 8th grade boys.

with scores above 550; and 9 9th graders with scores above 570. Of

ft.
the 50 students who came on April 6, 24 returned to-take part in our

. summer enrichment program and will be referred to as Our 1974 Enrich-

ment Group.1 An additional group of 86 students, designated "bright

noimale," were invited to return on'Apiil 13, and were given the same

tests as the April 6 group. The tests for these sessions included the Terman

Concept Mastery Test. the Barron-Welsh Art Scale, the Chapin Social Insight Test,

the California Psychological Inventory, and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.

Combining these scores with those obtained last^year we can now

beginto characterize verbal giftedness as defined by SAT-V.. Table 1

summarizes our SAT,data in terms of the relevant groups. There are

three items to be-noted about Table 1. Fist, the scores for the total

Talent Search samples in both years are quite similatmoreover, these

7th and 8th graders received SAT-V scores comparable to the average

SAT-V score for all college-bound juniors and seniors tested with the

SAT in Y.972-73. The verbal scores ranged from 250 to 720 , with an

overall.mean of 443. Once again, then, students taking part in our

Talent Search were on the whole.a very select group. Second, Table 1

again indicates that there is a large jump in SAT-V scores between the

7th and the 8th grades, although .these diffetences were not quite as

pronounced in 1974 as they were last year. Finally, the SAT scores

1

Four additional students were selected for the Enrichment Group
who were not part of the initial screening. Thus the total involved in

the Enrichment Gtoup was 28.

6.

N.

0
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for the Enrichment sample were not as' high as for the 1973 group (because
*

the 1974 contained 7th graders and bright normalsi whereas the 1973

.

orcup .contained.only'eth grade verbal winners); nonetheless, their scores

would place the group in the upper 16 percent of all college-bound high

school-juniors and seniors taking SAT-V last year. Thus, although the

mean score 'from 1974 Enrichment sample is not-quiteras high as that of

Of the 1973 group, our final sample contains some unusually able young-.

sters as defined by a very well'stesidaraied measure of Verbal achievement.

Table 2 and Table 3 contain demographic and biographical data
.

obtained from our background questionnaire. Once again, educatiqin

and occupational levels were coded on a five point scale; liking for

school was a self2ieport rating based on a four point scale. The values

in these tables are vex close to those obtained by the 1973 sample and,

suggest that these students came from relatively small, well-educated(

upper - middle class families; in terms of their occupational aspirations

relative to their parents', these students appear upwardly mobile.

Almost 30% of the group attend pri "ate or parochial schools, a further

reflection of the relative affluence of their parents. The Remote

Associates Test (RAT) is designed to assess a talent considered funda-

mental to creative thinking. The group averages appearing in Table 2

are surprisingly high, on a par with University of Maryland undergraduates.

Norms for the Guilford Consequences Test have not been developed,

thus the values in Tabrb 2 are not readily amenable to interpretation--

A

although we can guess that consistent with the students' performance

on other measures these scores are probably rather high.



Students participating in the 1974 Talent Search also completed

a biographical inventory. A summary of their respotses provides a

4encral description of'their interests and activities. Most of these

students are involved in a number of hobbies and activities outside

school, and almost all spend a good C.eal of their free time reading.

Most report reading over 30 books per year. Half of the students have

stone kind of art or writing hobby, and about one third have scientific

hobbies. Although boys and girls report equal numbers of hobbies,
4.

ft

girls are significantly more involved in literary,-and boys in

scientific, hobbies.

Most of these students play musical instruments, and have taken

part in dramatic pOductions. However, they.tend not to be involved

in such activities as visiting art museums or attending concerts and

plays. To .ette--extent that they do these sorts of things at all, it

is the girls who dit.

Overall the altients appear to have active imaginations. For ex-

ample, three-quarters report a tendency to daydream, and almost all claim

to have vivid memories. Most report their earliest recollections of

childhood are from age 3 or younger. Fewer than half, however, had

imaginary companions when younger. Assessed in these terms, the girls

have a sigbificantly greater degree of imagination.

Finally, most report having a number of close friends in school,

filends who are the same age as the students. Generally speaking then,

the typical student taking part in our Verbal Talent Search is active,

with a wide range of interests, musically talented, imaginative and

sociable.
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b.

Table'4 contains correlations, comparable tothose presented in our

first report, which show the relationship between.SAT-V, social status

variables for parents, RAT and Guilford Consequences scores. For the

girls, SAT-V Continues to be correlated with father's education and

occupational level. Consistent with last-year's findings, SAT-V for

boys is not significantly associated with parental status.

RAT scores and SAT-V scores both depend in part upon0

vocabulary -On the other\hand, the Consequences Test --a measure

of divergent thinkingis uncorrelated with SA7 -V and obviously provides

an assessment of verbal performance that is independent of the SAT.

Although sot unexpected, this finding provides a clUI to possible

future alternative selection' strategies.

Briefly summarizing the foregoing, when a well-known university

ye.
uses the public media to advertise a "Talent Search," it principally

attracts bright, advantaged, upper-middle class, ambitious, and upwardly.

mobile boys and girls whose parents seem alert for possible educational

opportunities-for their children..

The foregoing discussion provides a.description of the students

initially applying to our "Talent Search." In what follows we present

a more detailed portrait of the 1974 enrichment groupwhich, in SAT

terms:was obviously "verbally gifted." Table 5 contains most of the

relevant information, based on a full battery of psychological 1;117.asures.

In general the sores are slightly lower than those for the 1973 group

(due to the presence of 7th graders and 3 "bright normals") but parallel the.

earlier groap's scores rather closely. Overall the scores are impressively

.high. On th6 Terman Concept Mastery Test, for example, an average score

of 56.3 equals the average score for Air Force Captains as reported in

the Terman Manual. An average score on the Remote Assdciates Test of

S



15.6 is on a par with UCLA freshmen as reported in the RAT Manual.

The enrichment group's score of 21.2 on the Chapin Social Insight

Test, a measure designed to assess interpersonal and social acuity,

Is also equal to the mean score for college freshmen. In terms of

their cognitive abilities, students chosen for our enrichment sample

can be described as having a well-defined ability to think abstractly,

to relate ideas that are remote in ordinary s tic space (i.e., to

form unusual and potentially creative associations), and to formulate

socially insightful solutions to interpersonal dilemmas (demonstrating

thereby a precocious level of social acuity). As we noted last year,

verbal giftedness as defined by SAT-V is associated with abstract

reasoning capacity, original mentation, and perceptive social judgment.

The pe-sonality correlates of verbal giftedness can be described

in terms of the California-Psychological Inventory (CPI), the Myers-
.

Briggs Type Indicator, liblland's Self - Directed Search, and the Barron-

welsh Art Scale. Here again the results closely parallel those of last

year. Compared to the normal adult population these youngsters appear

to be slightly more socially effective than the adults. In particular

they score noticeably higher than adults on scales for Self-Acceptance,

Achievement via Independence, and Flexibility. This indicates an un-

usual level of self-confidence, spontaneity, independenCe, and, possibly,

self-indulgence. When the enrichment sample is compared with a sample

of youngsters their own age, however, they present a picture of unusual

personal soundness, social effectiveness, and maturity of interests.

On every scale except Communality (a validity key) the enrichment group
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scores about one and a half standard deviations above an average eighth

grade sample. They are, consequently, subst&,)Ually more socially poised,

mature, ambitious, intellectually motivated, and self-confident than their

less gifted peers.

The CPI describes how an individual appears to those others with

whom they interact; the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator'on the other hand,

characterizes people in terms of how they use their minds. As with

last year's sample,.. the boys in the 1974 enrichment .group are Intro-
, -.

verted, Intuitive, Thinking, Perceivers (INTP's). Such persons are

interested in principles rather than things, ideas rather than people

and situations. They tend to be.intellectually decisive but socially

shy and detached. They excel at mathematics, philosophy, and psy-

chology. As teachers they are more interested in ideas than students;

as researchers, they are more interested in solution:, than applications.

The girls in the 1974 enrichment sample are_ Extraverted, Intuitive,

Feeling, Perceivers (ENFP's). Such women are enthusiastic innovators,

with a good deal of imagination, confidence, and impulsive energy;

They are interested in people and are good at manipulating them. In

the absence of self-discipline, however, these persons tend to

squander their ability and energy on ill-advised and irrelevant

tasks. At their best they may be inspired teachers, scientists,

or artists.

The results for Holland's Self-Directed Search suggest that there

are clear sex differences, that the boys have primarily Investigative

interests, whereas the girls are primarily Artistic in their orientation.
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The boys,boys, as a consequence, are academically oriented, socially withdrawn,

analytic, critical, rational, 'curious, and interpersonally reserved. The

girls tend to be original, intuitive, spontaneous, and prefer unstructured,

open-textured problems and_ environments. They also tend to be socially

outgoing and interested in people.

The creative potential of the 1974 enrichment sample can be esti-

mated by means of the Barron -Welsh Art Scale# and by .a CPI-based crea-
11

tivity regression equation. The Barron-Welsh Art Scale, a measure of

preference for complexity in visual designs, hai been shown repeatedly

to correlate with demonstrated creativity in adult life. The average

score of 22.1 for our youthful sample is substantially higher than the

average score for adults (15.1 for men, 18.1 for women) in general,

suggesting that these youngsters may in fact have some creative poten-

tial. Further evidence for this proposition came from the CPI, in

terms of a regression equation developed to predict creativity in

architects. On this equation the mean score for highly creative

architects was 11.7. The mean score for our 1974 enrichment group was

13.1; for the girls the score was 14.1, the figure for the buys was 12.0.

The foregoing can re summarized as follows. Overall the enrichment

sample is bright, socially perceptive, and potentially creative. There

are also important sex differences associated with verbal giftedness.

The boys in our enrichment sample are introverted, theoretically ori-

ented, socially reserved--almost a junior stereotype of the abstract

academic. The girls, howeVer, are extraverted, action-oriented, and

socially outgoing--they seem to be enthusiastic innovators, but perhaps

J.



fiekic and impulsive. It is clear then that an assessment strategy

that rcIies'exeluSively on a standardized measure of verbal achieve-

ment (i.e., SAT-V) produces a characteristic type of student, described

above.

In Section III we will return to the SAT and evaluate it as a

seluttion device. In the next section (Section II), however, we dis-

cuss the question of how and in what ways verbal giftedness differs

from mathematical precocity.

_

r-
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II. A Comparison of Mathematical and Verbal Giftedness

A major goal of this project is to attempt to give some further

Insight into the nature of human intelligence, to generate a richer

and more differentiated description of intelledtual talent than that

which is currently available in the standard plichological literature.

One possible strategy is to compare students whocare,. in SAT-terms,

mathematically gifted with_a verbally gifted sample. We made a pro-

_ visional_ attempt_ to do this last year, an attempt-that-was-unsatis-

factory because the samples were too small.

Mathematical giftedness is defined here as receiving a score on the

mathematics section of the SAT of 640 or better. These students, 30

12- or 13 -year -old boys, were all designated as Mathematical Talent

Search winners by Professor Julian Stanley in his Study of Mathe-

matically and Scientifically Precocious Youth; he has kindly made

these data available to us in order that we might make the following

comparisons.

Verbal giftedness is here defined as an SAT-V score of 550 or above

for 8th graders, 500 or above fot 7th graders; the verbal group contains

30 12- or 13-year-old boys who took. part in our Verbal Talent.Sdarch,

who received the scores designated above; all were considered Verbal

Talent Search winners. Thus the analyses presented in this section

compare a group of boys who were self-selected for a mathematics compe- .

tition and who are characterized by very high. scores on a standardized

measures of mathematical achievement with a group of boys who were self-
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selcted on a comptive verbal test .and who are characterized by vOU.

high scores on a standardized measure of verbal achievement. In terms

of standarized test performance these two groups seem-like junior ver-

sions of C. P. Snow's two cultures, i.e., scientists versus humanists.

The two groups were compared in terms of our standard test battery--

4.4 array of the "mott.powerful and best developed assessment devices cur-

rently available.. The results of these comparisons are presented in

Tables 6 and 7, and the findings are both decisive and unexpected« With__

five exceptions, there are no differences in the twO1/4groups--in terms

a multi-dimensional appraisal of their personalities, they couldn't

be more statistically similar. The differt..nces that appear in Tables 6

and 7 are not very enlightening. The groups differ in terms of SATii -

and SAT-V, but of course these differences are artifacts of the selection

process. They also differ with regard to the Terman Concept Mastery

Test, but this difference is also artifactual, a function of the strong

positive correlation between SAT-V and the Terman. The difference that

appears for the Barion-Welsh Art Scale suggests that the young mathe-

maticians prefer designs that are organized, symmetrical, and simple;

the verbal winners on the other hand prefer designs that are unfinished,

asymmetrical, and complex. Results for Holland's Self- Directed Search

reveal that the groups also differ with regard to overt and expressed

vocational preference. This, however, was evident at the outset.

There are two obvious ways in which these findings can be inter-

preted. One could argue first that these students are simply too young,

that their perSonalities haven't become fully articulated, that differ-

ences which would appear in adulthood haven't had sufficient time to become
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manifest. The fact is, however, that the measures employed here have

yielded.significat results with these students in other comparisons; .

. therefore; if any important differences eXist between these two groups

(beyond the verbal and mathematics subscales of the SAT). they should .

4
have appeared.

The second interpretation that can.be placed on theSe findings is

that the psychOloqical processes that promote or facilitate the develop-

ment of verbal as opposed to quantitative: talents are simply not re-
__

fleeted in conventional assessment devices. One might spielilete-fur-

. %
ther that these processes are not well reflected in current psychologi-

cal theory nor well understood by us. Whatever the explanation of.these

findingi, they seem to'lead to two conclusions. First, mathematically

and verbally talented youngsters .seem psychologieelly very similar

with the single exception of matheinatical and verbal achievement scores.

Second, comparisons of this sort are probably not a pkoductive'and fruit-

ful means of analyzing the nature and structure of human intelligence.

We feel, consequently, that we should gather no more data pertinent to

this particular type of comparison.
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III. THE SUMMER ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

In the summer of 1973, three special courses--Writing, Intro-

duction to the Social Sciences, and Productive Problem Solving-i-were

offered-to:A-select group of 31 students. That summer program demon-

stiated that a number ofjUnior high school students- were willing and

able to do college :Level work. It was not clear, however, how those
..

... ..

successfulLstudehtacouldbadistinguished from their less. successful

age-mates. heAm411.1:0Aberof.itudents thAt we could accommodate in'
,

-thethreacpurses rendered the data inconclusili\e. Therefore, based upon

A desiie to 'replicate the 1973 experiment for:research purposes and a

-----eemmitment-te-serve-the-studentstdentified in the. 1974 Talent. Search,

we &gain offered, in the summer 14.1974, two special college level`,

o

couises--Creative-Writing and Introduction to social Sbience.

All students who attended the April 6 testing session were given

a written description of the two courses and an invitation to partici-

pate in-the One of their choice.

Announcement of Summer Progrim, 1974

The Project for Verbally Gifted Youth is offering a summer

-prprem-fer7-a-selected group of students. The two principal

objectives of the summer prograztare: (1) to prepare students

--for advanced-or-college level work, and (2) to encourage

students to devilop their own special abilities through

independent work and study. Two courses will be conducted,

primarily/is 'denlitiats* tether than as lecture courses. Neither

course is an actual prerequisite to any specific college

.course, but both will emphasize advanced learning and study

techniques and will require full participation by all students

in the preparation of course work and in class discussions. Both
will:be_cOnduated at a college leVel in respect to course content

----and expected level of performance in the class assignments and

periodic quizzes.
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(Announcement of Summer Program, 1974,'continued)

The Courses

Introduction to the Social. Sciences. Modern man lives in
an era of major social change. The social sciences provide
oneyantage point frai which he may try to understand and
control his situation. This course will explore some of the
concepts basic to anthropology, psychology, and sociology as
they relate to the contemporary human condition. We will be
particularly concerned with man as both a creator of culture
and a product of it. Students will be expected tq do assigned
readings for each class as well as prepare two independent
papers during the course. One will involve library research i.
on, an important issue in social science, while the other will
require the student to apply a social science analysis to a
real-life situation with which he is familiar.

Writing. Seminar. Writing is a means by which one,human_
being's experience can be transmitted to others. All writing,
whether -*creative' or 'technical' requires the selection of
,content and. the selection of form from amon4 a variety" of
alternatives....-.1n this course we will,rgeg,fram a numbir of
different authdri and disqmss some of-tbfbasic dimensions
of each selection.. Students will be asked to write for each
class meeting and we will'discuss their written Work at each _.-

tession. At least one complete work (poem, short story,
essay,- novella) will he required from each student and
this work, like the weekly assignments, will be evaluated
in detail by the

The two students in the April 6th recall group who had participated

in the 1973 summer program were' excluded, from this invitation. Three

Of

students who were being tested thit day as part of a randbm recall group

of lower scorers were invited by oversight. Fourteen students signed up

for the Creative Writing course, including one of'the random recall

students and one 6th.grade student who was identified on the basis of

creative writing that he had submitted to the project previously.

Fourteen. students..enrolled in the Social'Science course, including the

two other random recall students and one student identified through the

Mathematical Talent Search of the Study of Mathematically and Scien-

;

_ -
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tifically Precocious Youth (SMSPY). The random retail students were

personally contacted to explain howdifficult the courses might be.

However, since all three expressed a desire to do the work, they were

accepted.

As indicated above, the 1974 summer program had both service and

research objectives. It was designed to provide a. group of very bright

students with a challenging intellectual experience, Second, it was to

afford each student the opportunity to interactwith other equallybright

students. Third, it was to help each student learn more about.the extent

of his or.her abilities and aid in the planning of future academic

tx acceleration' or enrichment.

The research considerations centered on the problem of selection.

The results of the 1973 program weressuggestive but ambiguous. Tb the

question: Can high SAT-Verbal junior high school students do college

level work ?, the answer was: Yes, some can. Mat kinds Of students.

do the best? It is nGt clear and appiars to be different for males

and females, with rersonality and creativity measures being more pre-

dictive for:the former and intelligence scores for the latter.

In addition, we wished to investigate the facilitative' effects

of such. a course on intellectual performance. Finally, we were con-

tinuing with our development of prototype courses to be used with

exceptionally-intelligent students.

. .

The'following sections present reports on the design, conduct,

and outcomes of the individual Courses. The reports are based on



. .

those written by the individuals who designed and conducted the courses.

. .

Both instructors have had experience working with students at the high'
a

school rand. college undergraduate.levels. The instructor of the writing

course hat recently completed requirements for the Ph.D. in Humanitiei
.

arid had also served as the instructor of. the 1973 suMmer-writing course:

The instructor of the*Socidl-Science course is a graduate student in

cm-
Psychology and a research assistant for the Study oilierbally Gifted g.

Youth.

a
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A. Creative Writing Course --SummerI-1974
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4,

Invitations to take part in a creative writingcourse were sent

to members of the April 6th recall test session and to seven students

whose written work (submitted to.the Talent Search in lieu of school

test scores) had been judged oiststanding.1 Twelve students enrolled in

the writing course and two others were also accepted--one sixth grade
AEI

student whose extensive writing career was already known to the

Project, and one member of the February group whose scores were beloW

?'

'those required forvrecall testing, but who had expressed a strong in-
t)

terest in the course.

"The major objective of the writing course was to provide an
. .

oppoitunitk-for practice and training in creative writing and critical

reading for those members of the group who indicated a strong interest
71. A..

in developing, their writing ability. The course was a demanding one,

requiring consideiable.outside reading, regular weekly writing assign-

ments, and a thiee-hour long weekly seminar-workshop session. In con-

trast to the course offered the previous summer, no att4t.was made

4o train these students in the more practical aspects of*college-level

writing skills, such as outlining, summarizing, or preparing reports,

and no time was devoted to the rules of English composition or grammar.

The instructor, Ms. Emily Toth, an advanced graduate student in

The johns Hopkins Department of Humanities, has taught both college

and secondary schdol courses in writing and also taught the writing

- 1

See the letter'Of invitation reprinted on page 14 of this report.
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'4 0

.cours4 offered .by the Study-of.Verbal4iGifted,Youth in the Slimmer of.

1973// She designed the course, conducted it and supplied the fknal

evaluations of student performance. The following course'delscription

ig adapted fromi her report, and the section--Ihstructor's Evaluation--

.represents her conclusions and recommendations.

Ob'ectivei

The objectives for the_summer course--were-.theset-

1. To prepare students for advance or college level work in

_creative writing.

2. To encourage students to develop their own special abilities

through independent. work and-study.

3. To practice 'writing in three genres: poetry, fiCtion, and -

drama.

4. To provide useful_ criticism from both teaklher and peers in

an-informatl, wo kshop atmosphere.

4F1s
)

5. To familiarize ...%
tu nts with some of the great works of

es

literature in these three genres.

Format

The course'corisisted of eight peetings, seven of them three

hours long, with
0
a ten-minute break after an hour and a half. The

class met from 9-12 A.M., from June 18 - August 6. There.were 14

students,. 11 girls and 3 boys. The last class lasted an:hour and a

half and was followed by testing.

Each class,consisted of dtscussion of student writings (read

ti

.

1.

A.
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aloud for criticism), and often includedYdiscdsion of great works-

read outside class and exercises.in writing and libetatins the
'

imagination. The course is descriLad.6orespeCifically below.

Several books were used and other materials were xeroxed_from a

variety of sourced. The books were:

C.

Permanent Theatre: Great Farces (Robert Saffron, Editor)

Six- Centuries -df -Great Peetvy- (Robert *Warren- & Albert -Eriakines Editors)

Black Voices (Abraham Chapman, Editor)

Maupassant--Selected Short Stories

Class Conduct, Readings, and Writings

'For session ono, the students received an Assignment two-weeks

before the first class:

The first class will be devoted to discussion of PoetrY,.

and to demonstration of poetic fora. All students are asked

to' prepare for the first meeting by completing the following,..

assignMent: '

1) Find two poems- -one which you like and one which you
dislike. .,Bring ,a copy of each to class. (Be sure you

know the difference between poetry and prose)
0

2) Be prepared to explain why you.chOse each poem.

3) .Brin4 to the class a sample of your own creative
writing. It may be -61 poem, short story, ballad, etc.

a.

On June 18th, after-introductions, the class talked about writer.
,

and their habits,^and then about poetry as a genre. Specificaliy.the

peculiar qualitieS of poetry,. such as simile, metaphor, ohomatopoeia.-

and. oxymoron were discusied, applied to such modern poems as "You

..

deserve a break-today/ So get up and get away/ To MCDonald's." In

..

a.

\,

a.

1,
.

S . . . ,...
.

,. ... - 111,
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order o forestall self-consciousness in thestudents about reading

their work, the instructor gave them a poem she wrote at the age of

nine for analysis: "As forlorn the year Ipabbes/ The little men go/

To see their poor captain/ His crew.and his foe."

The students' favorite and least-liked poebs were discussed

and read aloud to arrive at some criteria for a good poem: it ehould_

make sense; it should not be singsong; it should. contain sensibleccom-

parisons; it may rhyme or not rhyme. Examples of different kinds-of

poet* were handed out:. two sats.of rock lyrics, "Elusive Butterfly".

. and "Wild Thing." and several examples of blhesp.including "St. Louis,

-Bluest"' and the criteria were used to determine'Which of the two -rock

poems was superior. Finally a :variative ballad, '"Barbara-Allen," was

discussed both as a story and as a poem, and the-question-was raised;

"How w4 d t1 APPear tram_a. poLnt....ol_vmasy__other_thart_Barbara_u.s?"

Assignments for Second Class:

Writing: Write one example o(41 blues poem.

Write a ballad or paragraph telling the story of

"Barbara Allen" from a different character's

poiht of view.

Reading: Ballads in Six Centuries of Great Poetry, and "Danny

Deever"

Poems in Black Voices: "Incident," 'Southern Cop,"

Young...-Ones.,.! "The_Ballad_nfJoe Meek,"--

"Children's Rhymes," "We Real Cool," "The Eman-

cipation of George Hector"
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Second Clas.

After-listening to a tape. of "Barbara Allen" sung by Joan Baez.

the students discussed whether the written ballad or the sung version

(with somewhat different words) was superior. Student versions of the.

"Barbara Allen" story from other points of view were read aloud. In .

this and all other classes, the instructor-asked the students to put

pseudonyms on their work: some of them were quite creative, such as

"El Magnifico," "LaVerne the Toad," "Sue Doe Nimn," and "The Masked

Peanut." Some changed their pseudonyms from week to week, so the

weekly participants Included-such personages as "Abe Lincoln," "Ann

Boleyn," and Polly Unsaturate." Each student put his/her real name

on a card along with the pseudonym; the papers were collected and

shuffled and passed out so that each student got. someone else's paper

for reading_dloud. Af

writings, but seemed to enjoy concocting pseudonyms as a game; at first,

was useful for avoiding self-consciousness-when one's work was

criticized.

Once the papers were handed out, several students would read

theirs: students who volunteered because the papers they received

were especially clever or interesting; or students who were called

on because they were the quiet ones of the class. With each paper

read, the class talked about what they liked and what could be im-

. .nxov.ed._.T.h,ts procedure was followed at each session.

After the discussion of "Barbara Allen" papers, the class talked

about poetic form (blank verse and free verse), about the difficulties
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t encountered in writing ballads and blues, about other poetic devices:

'metaphors as objective correlatives, colors and animals as images.

. Finally the class began listing poems in imitation of Carl

Sandburg's "Arithmetic," read them aloud as they were half-completed,

and other students made suggestions for the writer.

Assignments for Third Class:

Writing: Write your own listing poem about any subject.

Write a modern poem--any style, any subject.

Reading: In Black Voices: "The Song of the Smoke," "!or My.

v People," "Harvest Song," "Kid Stuff"

In DeMaupassant, "A Duel"

Ferlinghetti, "I Am Waiting," #6t #22 (xeroxes from

Coney Island of the Mind)

-Sandbtrrg, l'Acittuneti

Merriam,-"How to Eat a Poem"; Guiterman, "Ancient

History";_Paul Dehn, nursery rhymes; and Ezra

Pound, "Meditatio"

Third Class

The instructor began the third class by returning the students'

papers, and talking about their strengths and weaknesses as a whole;

possible problems, with meter and form, the uses of adopting a persona,

outside oneself.

The assigned poems were discussed in terms of what the students

liked and why. In general--and this was true with drama and fiction

--'-'
as well as poetry--the students were more articulate En their wilting
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ithan in their speaking: .e., they could write with great imagination

and fine technique, but they had difficulty explaining what they had

done.,

Then some of the students' quite varied and spirited modern

poems were read.. While the discussion was at times hilarious, it was

also useful in pointing out that a poem can be'about anything in any

style, and that censorship is Surely inappropriate.

After looking at examples of some children's poems (Kenneth Koch's

Wishes, Lies, and Dreams), the class tried one of Koch's exercises:

the making ot_a collaborative poem. The first person on each paper

writes one line of a pooh, setting thereby the subject and tone.

Then that person passes.. her/his' on to the next person, who adds
4

a second line, and so on. The results were odd, nonsensical, and

delightful. This was one of the most popular and successful exercises

inIthe course, and the class obviously enjoyed reading the final pro-

ducxions and figuring out who produced which line (and, sometimes, why).

In the last part of the class, the discussion turned_to 1) whether

poeihs could be made into short stories; 2) deMaupassant's story, "A

Duel": primarily the comparisons of national character, as a form of

shorthand identification of _individuals; 3) the use of the 5 w's and

h-lho, what, when, where, why, and how--,to set the stage at the start.

of tile story; and 4) a comparison of deMaupassant's story with one from

the Village Voice's "making a long story short" contest, in which

stories are written to be 150 words long, no more and.no less.
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Assignments for Fourth Class

Writing: .Write a haiku poem.

Write a story "making a long story short" (about 150 words).

26

Write the first few paragraphs of a. longer short story,
b

establishing the t h and having in mind the

plot of the whole story.

Reading: Kate Chopin's "Story of an Hour"'

deMaupasgant, "An Old Man," "My Uncle Jules"

Black. Voices, "To Da-duh, In Memoriam," "Neighbors"

Fourth -Class

haiku poems

Papers were returned from the previous class, with suggestions,

e:g., more concrete iMages, arrangement.of listing poems to create a

progression. Ii some cases, the students were asked to-rel4Umthar

poems.

For the discussion of haiku poems, the instructor presented a

haiku by an acquaintance: ."Oh well/What the hell/ Whocares. for me

Nobody/ Unrequited love." The students were quick to grasp that it

was not really a haiku, since it did not meet e criteria of the

haiku poems they'd read: e.g.,

seasons and natural phenomena.

Abandoning poetry for the short story form, the class turned'

suggestion of mood, inclusion of

Chop "Story of an iburru--digettSiling the istoirLs-eonstittetietri-

the 5 w's and h, the clues which predict the ending, the use of
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seasons es objective correlatives, and the subtle shifts in tone.

Some of the "making a. long story short" stories were read.

itiost had intuitively grasped the central techniquein such a story:

a trick ending. Very few had more than two characters in their

stories. These works again demonstrated how easily the students

were able-to employ a new-style or form. With their longer shorts

stories, each person read the first line of. a paper and the clime

`selected-from the first lines whiCh stories they would to most in.

tereited in hearing. .Thi stories included one about a dog.named

_Bulgaria; me _out a man named Rdbert Mansfpld, who awoke with

. a craving for pickles a la mode and was relieved to learn that he

was not pregnant; one aboUt, a girl taking a train trip in the Old

West; and one with a man who'd just awakened in a "drunk tank."

Assignments for-Fifth ti

Writing: Revision of poems

Finish long short story--about six pages

Write a 3-page character sketch (along the lines

of deMaupassant's "An Old Man," "My Uncle Jules"

and Marshall's "To Da-duh, In Memoriam"--also

suggested: Reader's Digest's "The Most Unfor-

gettable Character I Eviir Met")

Write a paragraph describing yourself, so that someone

Who had-tirlmeet you, arlr-trailr-Station-wetteg-
nine you.
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Reading: Descriptions of characters by famous author?

Black Voices, "Autobiography of Malcold X"

Fifth Class

This class began with a discussion ofAthe excerpt from Malcolm X's
-;-

autobiogratohy: the genesis of Malcolm" name, his life, his eventual

fate, the unanswered questions, and how from the cover picture on his
,

autobiography his.physical appearance might be described.

'Then the 'clais read aloud their character sketches' considering

what a character sketch should contain: ,physical Aescription, ges-

-earee-r-aet-ion -words-g- One student- -created-a- character --named-

Hildeyarde Mudge, an.enormously fat woman.'- The instructor pointed

out how some names charactertzet, Hildegarde ana Bertha are "fat

names"; Gertrude is an "old .name." One character sketch contained _:_
4."

of racial/ethnic stereotypes.

In the next exercise, the class looked at a picture of W. C.

Fields, and considered which of his aliases was-the best definition --

of himself: Mahatma Kane Jeeves, Whitey Dukenfeld, Charles Bogle,

Chester Snavely. They also considered what one can learn by looking

at any person.

Some of the students' self-descriptions were read, and the

students were to raise their hands as soon as they recognized the

person described. There was little difficulty with this, or with

changing the description as if a Martian were the audience, or with

changing the description to make it into a police report. Finally,
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.

some of the students' long short stories were read, especially ones

requested from the beginnings read the previous week.

29

Assignment for Sixth Class

Writing: Take character sketch, change it into a first-person

monologue (soliloquy). about I page in length

Write a 3-page slapstick skit, including descriptions'

of actors and actresses, stage directions

Readingz.. The_ImportanCe of Being .Earnest. (in Great Farces)

Strilsdbeig, The Stronger

°1-- Israel- Shesker-r---1Women24;--Liberation.-and_Languitgel.. _

Israel Shenker, "Parents"

Sixth Class.

Discussion question: Which genre.is most difficult to write--

poem, short story, or play? Nearly all saw the play or snort story

as more difficult, because a plot"had to be constructed; the play was

usually considered most difficult of all, since nearly everything had

to be conveyed in dialogue.

The origin of drama as a genre was-considered: its affinities

with such forms of lyric as haiku; the separation of one actor from

the chorus, to make protagonist and antagonist; special aspects of

drama, Such as stage business, upstaging, props, blocking. These last

wereapplied to the plays r ad for-class, and considered special staging

problems: animals, killings, food, ants blood. For partiir.t'hil--ilifie

the instiuctor lectured (for probably the only time in the course),
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in order-to (jive the students an idea Of what a college literature

course would be like:

. The class-compared The Stronger and The Importance of Being Earnest

as plays; there was unanimous agreement that Earnest is a more enter-

taining play and one which would be more exciting as a

The distinctions between comedy and tragedy were drawh,

students' monologues read, and props and stage Pasiness

berformance.

some of the

4
whith would

be needed for the performande of each were suggested.

The students' short plays (skits) were taken, up and all the casts

of characters were read. The class then:selected which skits they

Would most like to hear. The best" plays 'were -comedies.f.-seriOus. 'plays

tend to require more.maturity in the author, lest they degenerate into

if I.cliches.

Finally, there WAS A class reading of Gogol's Inspector.General,

I

to examine play construction: Despite an explanation of patronyms,

the students had difficulty with the Russian-names but they threw

themselves into the play..With enthusiasm and read it well. Since

the instructor.cast the gay by lot (writing all cast names on cards,

and putting the cards in apaper bag to be selected), some odd com-

binations occurred: the Mayor was a girl, the Sergeant's Wife a boy.

The students were amused at such turnabouts.

Assignment for Seventh Class

Writing: Write a one-act play, about' 10 pages in length

-Reading: Fifitsh-The-Tiratectot General

Read The Rocking Horse

Co



Sevehth Class /

The class began discussing the problems in writing drama :, it
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is easy to find dramatic:materials, such as disasters, but Much more

difficult to sustain a dramatic situation. Also stressed was the.im-
,

.portance of Including necessary props in the texti along witn,necessary
r

scenery amijany necessary characteristics (such as obesity or mustaches)

in cast,me4pers;__

Most_a the period was spent with the students reading each other's

:plays, in dayto select the best ones for performance the following
, .

7^%

week. They also wrote comments and suggestions on

and a little time was allowed ;for. the play authors
777

each other's plays,

to make any last-

minute Coilections. The 'students then voted for the best plays, to-be-

performed the following week. Four were chpsen: (1) The Child Heiress,

by Flora Chmi; (21-Willie. My Son, by Patricia Hurley; (3) The Poem, by -%,;-

L. Christopher Sharp; and (4Y-AlMiki7With SetWWW-GriWW,-474i-101-1:andr--..

Weinstein:

Assignments for Eighth Class

Choose the best work you did this summer (poem, story, or play).

Write, one paragraph explaihing why you consider that work the best.

Eight Class

-
The last class was held for only an hour and a half, and consisted

of performance of the chosen student plays. Casting was done again by

lot, and two students were in charge of sound effects. Since one play 4

had a east of thousands, everyone got to play at least three parts

during the course of the class. Only one conflict occurred: one boy



had two parts in the same scene: two girls Who were drawing lines

connecting each other's freckles. The boy, however, rose to the

occasion and gamely connected his own freCkles as best he could.

The class was followed by, testing and a picnic.

Marking Papers

Since, the most important way of learnincrto write is to write

continually, the instructor tried to avoid any kind of-evaluatioe

.
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....

which might.. stunt creativity and imagination. Thus the comments on.

papers were minimalsuggestions, perhapso'of additional images in

poems, of of more coherent action in plays--with a lot of well-deserved

.

praibe for a job weiVdone. Since the 'writings were of different kinds,

it would be difficult to chart a straight-line'developmSnt, but 'it was

helpful for the students to be writing for a specific audience, their

peers, and to *receive discussion of their work-not only from the in-

structor but fiom their classmates.

Student Evaluation of Course

Before the last session, each student received an evaluation form

to fill out. (A copy is appended.) The students felt the best aspects

of the course were the informality, the opportunity to practice different

writing styles, and the possibility of seeing what others had written.

There was no general agreement on the worst aspect, although some

students suggested that they were sometimes more inspired than they

14164=1-41t-

to thethe course, although both more discussion and more reading were

A
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suggested. Several would subtract the study of ballads. There was

little agreement On the favorite' writing assignment, but the play was

least-liked. 'Their fawrite readings were from Black Voices,and The

eE2aLike3_nEarnestImrtan; they liked least the ballads and The

instector General. _Mast would not like to have a grade.in the course,

and_ most would keep the same time arrangement, but perhaps begin the'
x

cldss later, since many hod to travel a_long.way to Hopkinsi

Asked.to compare this vlalss.with their regular English classes

in school, most reported that their regular clasies place too much

stress on grammar. They like the opportunity to write more, to meet

interesting and intelligent peers, and t.4"-ireimlpetter materials.

Some sample comments: "This course isn't boring'at the leadt,
-.1-y:;

and English in school is boring. If a kid's parents, relatives,

brothers, or sisters all say 'ain't,' no matter what Robert's English

book says, he'll grow up saying 'ain't' 6"--"In my regullr English.

class we-don't do much creative writing... Most is descriptive writing

and reports. When we read something, we,have to answer so many

questions- that I'd rather not read. This course moved faster. I

got a channe to write and to read interesting stories."--"There was

a lot more homework (writing) but the discussions in class were more

interesting than in English. I liked this class better (except for

all the plays) because it' was cnly creative writing, not grammar and

'all that junk."

wri ting. on their ow...
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Instructor's Evaluatiaff

I very much enjoyed teaching this,dourse.--more so tnan last

.summer, since it was clearly for creative writing. 'The enthusiasm

and energy of the'students became contagious; I found myself eager

to write poeihs, after years of grduate school 'Conditioning toward

expository prose only. The students are not old enough to be. blase,
.,

but are old enough to have excellent vocabularies and imaginations.,

and it was delightful to shar/ in their work..

There are some suggestions that might be considered 'if this

course is repeated. The text, Six Centuries of Great Poetry, was

too.traditional for the kinds of poetry the students Wante0to-write:

a recommended substitution would be Deflections on a Gift of Water-
.

melOn Pickle, from which muchof the xeroxed material was taken.

Perhaps an anthology of shore stories would-be better than

dikaui.)assant, since some of his stories are rather sophisticated

for young teen-agers. Black Voices and Great Farces, howeyer, were

generally favored, especially the former.

Although the students disagreed in their evaluation of the course,

several shorter sessions would be bet4er than one long one once a week.

5

There you'd be more time in between for writing and revision and for

thinking about the course.

K
Comparison of-1973 and 1974 Writing Courses

In several respects, the 1974.course was an improvement over that

of the previous year. Our decision (based on the 1973 student comments

and reactions) to concentrate on creative writing, rather than to try
10

fi
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to combine botICcreative writing and techrxical writing inthe same short

course was a good one.. The students were uniforMlIcenthUsiastic -and

motivated"to_do the wol5k assigned since, in effectr it was their work,
. -

.

shaped and guided by the instructor.

The 1974 course- met for three ho rsd whereas the 1973 course met'
, ..,.,

.

ili

.

for only two hours.; our main, concern as whether studenti of this age,

could maintain their tteniiion,and effort: over- such a long,.only briefly .

...

interrupted .period. There is no.question that they could and did.. The

variety of activities offered by the instructor and the attidents' own.

intense involvement in 9e subject matter made the time pass without

- .
. . .

boredom or fatigue. We tytayish to suggest that all of these studentsir-
. s

no longer'had any need for the kinds of skills taught in junior high

.school English courses or that:they night at this time miter college

with the required skills in English composition or adequate knowledge

of explicitly formulated grammatical rules or of prescriptive grammar.

It should be note, however, thatforthese.exceptional students,-the

reading and composition classes in their own schOols.were less than in-

spiring. For those of them who do have serious interest in and

commitment.to writing, a course such as the one offered by the. Study

of'verbally Gifted YOUth offers an appropriate and welcome 'challenge.

a.

....77.73



SUMMER CREATIVE WRITING COURSE 1974

Evaluation

PLEASE DO'NOT SIGN YOUR NAME.

What was the best aspect of this course?

2. What. was the worst aspect of tkes course?

3. What would you add to this course?

4. What would you subtract from this course?

5, Which 2I211n assignment did you like best?-

6. Which writing assignment did you like least?

7. Which reeding assignment did you like belt?

8. Which reading assignment did you like least?

9.. Do you.prefer plays, poems, or short stories

for .reading

.*R

fox. writing.

.1Q. Do you expect to.continue writing on your own?

36

A

11. How does this course compare with.your regular ErgliSh crasses.in school?

12. If transportation could be arranged, would you pLefer having this
class meet more than once a week, with shorter meetings (for instance,
twice a week for 1-1/2 hours each time)?

What time arrangement do 'you'ihink.would be besp

13. Would you like to receive a grade in this courSe?.

14. Please write any other suggestions, comments," questions, etc.

P.

I
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B. Social Science Course.- Summer, 1974

Introduction

A social science course was designed to introduce students to the

general perspective and. subject matter of the social sciences. Anthro-

pology was used as the medium through which this general orientation

coul4 be presented. The course considered the nature of man as a

product of nature and as a social creature. It was conducted at a

level of difficulty appropriate to bright first-year college students.

The course centered on four books representing a spectrum of opinions

and specializations in Anthropology; Physical AnthrOpology was in-

cluded, as were theoretical and descriptive accounts of Culture and

cultures.. The course was.conducted in the fashion'a a seminar. Ideas

were discussed freely, but there wad also an attempt to force an exam-

ination of assumptions and evidence. The application of these ideas

to contemporary American life was also stressed.

This report is presented in five parts: The objectives of the

course; the general approach and format; description of each class

including response of students and reactions of the instructor; the

students' evaluations of the course; and the instructor's evaluation

and conclusions.

Objectives for Students

1. To .develop and enhance each student's strategy of inquiry.

2. To learn to express ideas and state facts clearly and effectively,

both orally and on paper.



3 . To 'learn tc analyze and answer others' arguments.

4. To distinguish between well-supported and unsupported arguments.

5. To learn academic skills required of college students, e.g.,

writing a research, paper.
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.6.. To learn some general concepts of the Social Sciences..
O

7.. To understand the type.of approach used by social Scientists.

8. To discuss and come to understand the place of man in nature

'and the potentials, consistencies, and patterns of human behavior.

9. To apply concepts and methods of Social Science to the world

around us.

These are formidable objectives which could not reasonably be accomplished

in an eight week period. They are long-range goals toward which the

social science course wis to be a first major step. Students were'ex-

pected to show improvement on objectives 1, 2, 3,- 4, and 5; to demon-

strate that they had acquired the skill and knowledge expected of a

first term college student on objectives 5, 6, and 7; and to manifest

the desire and some facility to apply those skills described in ob-

- jectives 8 and 9. Even with the objectives thus qualified, they are

nevertheless quite rigorous for junior high school students.

I

General keproach and0 Format

Covington (1970) discussed three basic approaches to teaching:

emphasis on content to teach content (traditional); use of special

techniques to teach content (learning to 16arn); and the use of con-
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tent to teach techniques (learning to think). In the present course,

the content of Anthropology was largely intended to be a medium through

which. to demonstrate the styles of thinking employed in social science.

Learning to think was as important, if not more important, than-learning

specified ideas and concepts. Nevertheless, the organization of the

course revolved around subject areas, not techniques or processes.

Thii was in response to two considerations. First, the course material.

seemed intrinsical34 interesting to adolescents while the bare tech-

niqes seemed less so. Second, as Berger (1963) aptly warned, "In

science as in love a concentration on technique is quite likely to

lead to imOOtence" (p. 13).

The instructor attempted to functiOn as a group leider rather

than as authority. He initiated manythough by no means 0.Dtopics,

kept discussion on target, and facilitated the participation of all

class members. He attempted to model desirable behavior, e.g., asking

questions, challenging statements, presenting evidence; he also tried

to reward diverse contributions, to encourage each individual, and to

help each express himself or herself more explicitly and convincingly.'

The strategy was to generate an atmosphere of freedom to express ideas

while at the same time helping the class to develoV high academic

standards. This was considerably aided by the formation of personal

relationships among students and between each student and the

instructor.

The course consisted of eight meetings, each three hourSlong.

The class met once a week. There were 14 students: five-girls and

nine boys.



There was no set forMat for classes although a7.l featured group

discussions. The amount of direction supplied by the instructor varied.

from week to week. Fairly-long reading assignments were given for

each class. Generally, written assignments were also required, although

on'two occasions. there were in-class quizzes..

Four texts were used. TheHuman Revolution, a series'of lectures

to high School teachers by Ashley Montagup served as an introduction to

Physical Anthropology. Culture in Process by Alan Beals and George

and Louise Spindler served as a basic text in Cultural Anthropology.

It was supplemented by Encounter with Anthropolow, a colledtion of

papers by Robin Fox, most of which were ethflograPhilas that had pre-

viously appeared in professional journals. Finally, there was Five

Families, an ethnography of poverty in Mexico by Oscar Lewis.' The

four books .epproached man and milture from a variety of perspectives;

each had soMe obvious strengths and weaknesses. Thus they served as a

fine introduction to the subject and as excellent springboards for

discussion.

The subjects for each meeting were as follows:

Week 1: Introduction; Use of a research library; Evolution

2: Evolution

3: Introduction to Cultural Anthropology and methods of science

4: Fundamental concepts in Anthropology, e.g., culture, system,

environment, tradition

5: The family and cultural transmission

6: Ritual and control of behavior



7: Cultural stability and change

8: Culture change; Debate on individual freedom versus societal

regulations.

Description of Classes

As each meeting is discussed, the strengths and weakneSsee demon-

strated by the students will be noted. In many cases, however, Steak-,

nessesw would be a-poor choice of words. The students generally per-

formed on a level well beyond junior high school. As was discussed

above, the standards that were set were extraordinarily high, and it

was not expected that these students--as bright as they are--could

achieve such a level* at this time.

Class #1.. The.students had been asked to read the first half

!..

of The Human Revolution, discuss in writing, those of Montagu s ideas

that were particularly exciting or questionable and be preparid to

follow up those ideas in class.

The majority of the class time, however, was concerned with intro-

ductory matters. Personal introductions were followed by discussion of

the mechanics of the course. Next; the instructor reviewed the SARI

technique of reading in the belief that, properly used, it would mul-

tiply the benefits the students could derive from the assigned readings.

A short discussion of the resources of a research library was followed

by a trip to the Hopkins library. This was in anticipation of the

1

SQ3R is a wAtematic approach to reading designed to enhance

both comprehensio6 and retention. SQ3R indicates the five step

process--survey, question, read, recite, review.
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research paper that All students would be' required to write. The class

zch.,:luded- with scree objections to Montagu'reised by one of the students

and discussed by the others.

The students appeared quite eager. They were impatient, however.

with SQ3R; some had heard it before, and most seemed to reject any-

. thing that reminded them of their regular junior high schOol classes.

Theyiappeared,excited by the posbibilities presented by a_good re-

search library, bUt it is interesting bit' not that none of the. papers

turned in at the end of the term showed any use 'of such'resources as

journals,-abstracts, or Current Contents. The class discussion was
r,.

very spirited. The students deionstrated that they read a great deal

and understand what they read:\_

Class #2. For the second class the studefits read the remainder

of Human Revolution and the inticiduction and conclusion to

Anthropology. Homework had been to compare and contrast the authOrs'

views on evolutidn and the nature of man., The students opened'a general

discussion and in a rambling, free-wheeling fashion covered a amber of

the major points the instructor had intended to raise. About half the

class was very active in the exchange. A couple of students contributed

little or nothing.

There was a significant problem. The most vocal memberstended

to be speakers only,' not listeners. Their purpose seemed to be to
4

score points over an adversary rather than to learn through discussion.

Conversation sometimes bordeted on the chaotic.

The second two hours of the class involved a small-group assign-

ment: Two statements written by psychologists dealing with the nature
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of man
2 were presented and the following task assigned to the groups:

t,
these two statements reflect different conceptions of

o. the-matez-e-cf---min: Of course, other positions are also

possible. Using these quotations, the assigned readings,
and your own observations of the world around you as a
starting point, try to develop a coherent opinion of
your own and present evidence to support it. In addi-

tion, consider the implications of your position for social

policy, e:g.p.education, law; Dods your position agree*
.disagree with the point of view held by society .at large?

with that of your parents and family? With your-religion?

You will work in groups of 4 - 5 for approiimately-45
minutes after which you will have 15 minutes to individually
write an essay dealing with the issues raised above. After.

that, we will have a general discussion.

The disculsion that ook place in these smaller groups seemed more '

orderly but stia-bsciting. Most individuals were able to develop
.

some type_of defensible position. On the other hand, few handled the

questioirZifiumplicatiofit-of their position in any depth.

Class $3. The reading assignment for the thiid Class consisted

of a chapter ih Culture in Piocess and three chapters in Encounter

with Anthropolosy_that.dealt with and demonstrated the practice of

AntbrOPOAMP- i.e._c_tbe collection of ethnographies. The written

assigrunent-wairbaked-ori-a7 task in CIP: "Through interviews and ob-

servations of a patterned activity--such as playing a game, attending

a lecture, or getting up in the morning--formulate a set of rules which

would enablesomeone else to carry out the activity in an acceptable

manner. Find a way to test your rules."

2

. A passage from Civilization and Its Discontents, by Sigmund Freud,

which portrayed "man as a savage beast to whom consideration towards his

own kind is alien," and a passage by Robert Hogan, which made the point

"that man is fundimentally a social animal" were the two statements used.
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This assignment was different from the preceding two. It called

for analysis of an actual situation rather than analysis. of ideas in

a book. Generally speaking, this assignment was met with favor by

the students but was poorly done. Few showed much sophistication

or insight.

Because of.the-runaway discussions-of the previoukeeekuthe in-
.0 .

structor began the class withoan.analogy. How is this glasslike a

dam? (If their flood-of ideas can be restrained and all'owed to flow

in a controiledfashion, they can generate power and also develop a

reservoir of good ideas from which they can draw.) This approach had

two beneficial results. First, they were intrigued. by theAuestion

and used a greatdeal of imagination in suggesting possible solutions.

Second, when the instructor's reasoning was presented to them, they

responded 'to the need' for more orderly-discussion.

Although a ppecific outline' of topics to be. covered had been pre-

pared, in the general discussion concerning the homework most of the

important pointswere considered. However, during the discussion,

many students did not seem to attend carefully to all that was being

said. They did not appear to be ledrning from one another.. In

addition,- the free style of discussion prevented material from being

presented in an orderly fashion. Note-takingeven if they were so

inclined and they were not -would have been difficult.

The style and extent of participation of individual clessmembers

was consistent with-previous weeks. Four were quite vocal while an-

other three participated frequently. All had remarks of very high
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caliber. Five participated less ofteh and with less sophistication.

Two talked only in response to direct questions.

Class *4. The homework assignment consisted of three chapters

In cxr and two in EWA. There was no written assignment as they were

expvcted to begin work on their term papers. An in-class, open-book

quiz involved answering one of the follOwing-three questions:

Chapter 3. In what ways can 'this class be considered a

cultural .system? In what ways is such a label" inappro-

priate? What would be an accurate label or description
for this class in anthropological terms?

Chapter 4. The culture of the United States is due in
large part to the adaptations made by the European-
settlers and their descendants to the vastness and
richness of the North American continent. Explain in

detail, using examples, why you agree or disagree with

this statement.

Chapter' S. If correct and'inCorreci^behavior is defined
by the-cultural system, how is it possible to be a unique

and creative individual and at the same time to exhibit

the. behavior characteristic a a partiCular cultural
system? Explain in detail.

Each question was responded to by four or five students. Those

that answered' #2 generally did poorly--they missed the concept of

interaction between the cultural tradition and the environment. Some

students also had difficulty with the first question. The several

defining characteristics of a cultural system were presented by the

text author in a somewhat disorganized fashion. A good answer re-

quired--among other things--careful reading of the homework assign-
.

ment. The last question pertained directly to one section of the

text. Those who answered it (those who did all the assigned reading?)

did well.
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4.

Generally tne class showed the same pattern of interaction as in

the previous weeks. The restrictions on conversation did not prove

to be stultifying. Students were still eager to partloOpeteibut did

not run roughshod over each other. Most of the students seemed to be

interested in occasional supplementary explanations that the, instructor

gave when appropriate. They !mild probably respond well in-a college

lecture Situation as long as they were given time to discuss and ask

questions. At least one 'of the brightest students, however, Atithdrew

and assumed a look of boredom on such occasions.

As before, little mate4a1 in the sense of prepared notes was

covered.

ticular

did all

. .

The class .became involved in extended discussions on par-

topics. The discussions were useful when all the. students

the reading, and it appeared that most Of them did do most

of the reading.. Nevertheless, all Members of the class, even non-

participants, appeared to enjoy the class. A three-hour class did

not seem to be excessively long for 'involved students of this age;

some even complained that it was too short.

Class 45. The assignment for the fifth class centered on

family and kinship patterns. Three chapters each in GIP and EWA

were assigned. After doing the readings, students were to talk with

adults, in particular their parents, concerning the marriage rules

in their subcultures. They were to prepare a written account dis-

cussing all the important variables as pointed out in the readings.

It was suggested that they devise a chart or diagram of the search

procedures. In general, the quality of these products vita poor.



There appeared to be little carryover between what they reed ip the

texts and what they observed around them.

The class work-took-over where the homeWork left off. The class

1,egn with a discussion of the use.of flowcharts in computer programming

and their application to social Icience. The task then assigned to each

three small groups was to devise a flowchart-representation of the

marital search prbcedures practiced by some group in ourcliociety.

They enjoyed the challenge for the most part but they seem4r to

have little idea of how to work efficiently towards thesolution of such

a problem. The assignment did get them to consider the many variables.

involved. They did. not, however, show much appreciatiod of subtleties
40

such as order of importance of variables, feedback loops, et other

complex interrelationships.

Almost the whole class period was spent in the small groupi.

Nevertheless it seemed that more work with flow charts and systems

would have been desirable. The previous week had dealt.with topics.

such as systems, culture, and environments. A single, comprehensive

.lesson spread over two for more) weeks would probably have been more

satisfactory. The students demonstrated again and again their wide

range of book knowledge and their quick intelligence, but their thinking

could generally be described as single rather than multWimansional.

Moreover, their learning seemed compartmentalized. Therefore, a

flexible structure that would aid them in tie recognition and under-

standing of the sutble and pervasive interrelationships by man, nature,

and culture is of singular importance.

.Class #6. The readings for this week centered on three chapters
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in CIP dealing with symbols, rituals and the control of behavior and

a chapter in EWA emphasizing the role of the culture in determining

the stresses placed on individuals and in providing means of coping

with the stresses. For written htimework, students were to prepare

a two page outline of their term paper. Ten of 14 students did so.

There was also an in-class, open-book quiz as follows:

Answer one question.

1. Political campaigns can easily be considered ritual
activities. Consider this one aspect: candidates for
president subject themselves to a grueling-Campaign
schedule that requires them to speak to small groups
of people in cities and towns, across the United,. States.
Clearly this is not thOsost efficiintir safest) means
of c6mmunicating to. large nuMbers of peopli., Speaking
as an anthropologist. .discuss the question: Why does
the American political systeminclude the "whistle-stop"
ritual?

. .

-2. 'Describe some methods'of social. control'. What are
some advantages and disadvantages-of these methods?

Almost all students chose the first question. Several responses

were excellent. Only a feiLtudenti proved unable to understand the

basic tint of the question: What.are the implicit functions of the

ritual? It is interesting to note that it iths generally the same.

. students who performed best orally who also agbmitted the best written

work, although there were exceptions.
Ae

The remainder of the class was conducted in a different style from

the pleceding classes--i.e., lecture-discussion rather than semaar.

The-instructor employed lecture notes on stress (frustration, conflict,

pressure, etc.) originally prepared for a college course in mental

hygiene. The class seemed very receptive to the idea of studying be-
,

.havior from a psychological rather than an.antlIropological point of

view. Many students also seemed willing to experiment with the tone

S
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of t1 e. class by shifting temporarily to a lecture format.

The subject matter was for once presented in an organized fashion,

.

and there. were still some excellent dismissions resulting from:points

made or questions raised.- Unfortunately, the class lacked the sparkle.

of earlier sessions. Thq cptinal mix Oforganization and spontaneity

I

was still .

Class #7.. Term papers wire due at theseventh meeting.' Therefore,

_ ,

no other written work was given and the reading assignment' was- to be

spread over two weeks. It included three chapters in CIP and four

chapters inoEWA dealing with colture change:, In addition three of'
a

five chapters of tree Families were also assigliqd.

Since papers were due, It was expected that few of thestudents

w9uld have completed the readings. Therefore, ,class discussion was

structured around a series of questionse, foie exam lea:

Is man's evolution as a cultural animal complete?
A

what is fundamentally wrong about functional..explanatiOns of .

society?
what kind of culpure is being transmitted in the UnitUd States

today, and who is transmitting'it?
Using the H ouse Judiciary .Comnittee hearings as a Case .study,

discuss the role-of institutions and laws with respect to
individual freedom o behavior...

On the first two questions there was excelleht discussion. Several
A

students assumed strong posit4DS and were in turn vigprously ques-

ti6ned by the others. The phttern was consistent with previous.weeks
5.3

PI that several student's. displayed.very sophisticated reasoning, a

few showed little, and a couple did not paticipate at all.

On the remaining questions the exchange was less satisfactory.

6

They did not recognize, for eXample, that conflicting cultural messages
1.?



could be transmitted by peers, parents, sedia, etc. In discussing

--- change and stability in American life they seemed tied to a time

span of the past 20-30 years.

After class a small group of the brightest students discussed

_ the debate topic for the final week of class. Theyproposal--,

Resolved: Every Culture is unique -and- must -be`- fudged -on- -its ovm

a

terms, not according to standards proposed by members of any other

culture- -was overwhelmingly rejected. They considered it non - debatable;

they said one side wee .obviously; the correct one, and no evidence other

than opinion could be used to support either position. They proposed

'insteadResolved: An. increased'emphasis on personal freedom would be

detrimental to the well-being of American Society.

Class #8. A 1-1/2 hour debate. was held on the topic stated above..

The three debaters On eichteam included most of the brightest students if

in the class. They made interesting--and in a few cases very persuasive- -

opening speeches, but some tended to get bogged dOwia in irrelevancies..

They all relied on.logical argument; few facts or authorities were cited

aid anthropological evidence was seldom employed. In rebuttal and
1

questions from the floor the emphasis remained the same--logical

arguments based upon general knowledge. It did not seem to repre-

sent their beat efforts but did seem somewhat characteristic of how

they approached such issues.

The remainder of. the class was. used for administration of

post-tests.



Students' Evaluations

At the seventh meeting, each student received an evaluation form

to c..omplete. It included 26 questions on the subject matter, organi-

zatien, and operation of the course. Twelve students returned the

forms cn the last day of class. All but two of them reported that

they enjoyed the course, and.most cited the Class discussions as the

best aspect -Of the, course. Additionally, they enjoyed the other

students in the course.

There was little- agreement, however, concerning topic areas or

assignments that they liked the most. Nor did they agree concerning

the books which :were assigned. What one student 4t6und exciting, an-.

other found dull and repetitious. The exception was Five Families,

which all students rated highly.

Most students had not expected the course to be concerned pri-

marily with Anthropology. Although they reacted favorably to the

subject, many suggested that more sociology and psychology be in-

;

cluded\in the course. Most also recommended that the course be longer.

Students seemed to average 4 - 7 hours per Week preparing for the

class an .several felt this was too much. Most students agreed that

the work ;load for the course would be too much if offered during the

school yea. 'N

All students considered the course an improvement over their

usual Social studies. curriculum. One student said it was, "Harder,

more challenging, more interesting, more educational. I'm really

tired of Social Studies and English classes that put me to sleep

because the teacher has to plan for everybody. This was a refreshing
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break from the monotony of easy classes."

Eleven of the 12 students expressed interest in othernon-credit

couzses if we were to offer them. Their first choices included:

Psycilology, Political Science, Writing, Literature, History, and

Science.

Instructor'sEvaluation

It is difficult to give an adequate description of these students.

The summary of the class meetings tended to stress those ways in which

they_fa . the reader bears

in mind that these students were 43 and 14 years old; their precocity

stands out sharply. As the instructor, I was greqly impresied by hw

highly verbal they, were. Their vocabularies were excellent,. most were

widely-read. In their'writing they displayed an ability to express

themselves on paper well beyond their grade level. I was amazed to

learn how. short a time. was required for most of them to complete -their

homework assignments. I did get the impression, however, that when

they read they devoured books with seemingly little time spent on

reflection.

As a group, their strengths were extraordinarily broad background

knowledge and an ability to summarize ideas found in a text. Their

weaknesses werein the applications of sophisticated reasoning to the

complexities of everyday life.

The subject matter of the course proved very interesting to them.

Although there was written feedback on all assignments, no. grades were

. given. Few assignments were left-undone, and no one missed class with-

out a prior excuse. These were highly motivated, self-motivated students.
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They told many times of their boredom in school, but there were never

any complaints about the length of our three hour class other than-

its brevity.

-
All of these were very able students. Some of them were so capable

04

as to be clearly out of place even in an excellent junior high school.'

In many cases, a high level of interpersonal maturity accompanied their

academic precocity. It is unfortunate, therefore, that a number of

students submitted written work that did not represent their best

efforts, but was merely good enough to warrant high grades in a junior

high-class.

The term papers that were written for this course covered a wide

range-of topics from accaturation of the Japanese in America to the

psychology of sports to the social implications of science and tech-

nology. What was most interesting about then, however, is that if

submitted in a regular introduCtory college course, most would probably

not be recognized as different from the average.

There is clearly a need for courses such as this one and for

students such as these-to be identified and facilj.tated. Several changes,

however, could be recommended. A More detailed list of objectives is

desirable. Moreover, there should be specific objectives for each class,

i.e., skills to be emphasized and intellectual tools to be developed.

These students are quite bright -and thrive in an unstructured class

environment. Moit could hoTd their own with students much older, but

they need more if they are to : 1) benefit to the fullest extent from

advanced course work, and 2) work at a level comauensurate with their



ability. The present course was designed to.help them develop such

tools through osmosis. Although I would not want the course to become

technique-centered for the reasons discussed in the introduction, I do

think the curriculum should be explicitly designed with specific skills

In mind for_each lesson. _

,
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C. Evaluation of Enrichment Procedures

55.

After two years of experience at trying to select verbally gifted

youngsters and to facilitate their intellectual development it is now

appropriate and statistically. feasible) to evaluate our efforts along

these -linen.- The evaluation Vices-two-forms:First-i-ipits-v:.ill-e3mtine

how well'our selection strategy--our means for identifying verbally

gifted youngsters--has worked. Second, we will evaluate our facilitation

uedures.e-etnine--whetherour surner programs produced any bane-

ficial effects, and, if so, whit they were.

As has been repeatedly mentioned, we hive relied exclusively on

SAT--V as a selection strategy for two years. This is equivalent to

defining verbal giftedness as the ability to do well on standardized

measures 'of verbal intelligence. Although such a Cefinition can be

defended, we have found it increasingly difficult to do so. Close

contact with the students in our two enrichment programs has convinced

us that, in syite of their uniformly high scores on SAT-V, these students

were not...milifigialy. talented. .A few were obviously gifted and impressively

so; the majority seemed to be no more than preadolescents with large

vocabularies; the remainder were uniformly unimpressive. To put the

point as directly as possible, we have not been very happy with the

kinds of students we have identified using SAT-V by itself.

At.the end of the summer program in 1973, and again in 1974, the

enrichment program staff assigned ratings to all the students based on

the promise they manifested during the summer program. These ratings

were a complex, global assessment of each student's motivation, self-
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discipline, originality, intellectual maturity, and potential for doing substan-

tivetive and important work in literature or the social sciences. -Within each year

the inter-rater agreement was excellent; for the 1973 sample, for example, it

was .71. An estimate of the validity of these ratings can be derived from the

1974 sample, where each student wrote an essay at the beginning and the end of

the course. These essays were rank-ordered for their quality, and the inter-

judge correlation for these rank-orderings was .59. The rated quality of the

students' work correlated .70 with staff ratings for promise. Although one

judge participated in the two sets of ratings, the essay ratings were done

blind, and the correlation of .70 tends to validate both.

tf Staff.-ratings for prothibe represent the bestindex*Of verbal giftedness

presently available.to us.. By correlating our standard test battery With*these-_

7
ratings we can determine the sort of youngster who seems most likely: (1) to

demonstrate intellectual promise of a verbal nature and (2) to profit from an

.

enricnmentprogram such as that sponsored by our Spencer project over the last

-two years. Table 8 presents the results of such an analysis, separately by sex.

Three things may be noted in Table 8. First, selection for participation

in the' summer program was based on SAT-Verbal. Therefore, no cOrrelation was

expected between that variable and performance in the courser and none was

found. Second, there was no correlation with age. Although there was only

a little variation in age, it was expected that it might. prove to be an im-
"'

portant factor because Of the students' youth. Finally, the correlations are

low and generally non-significant. -However, there is a trend for social judg-

ment as measured by the Chapin to be predictive for the boys. The girls' per-

formance on the other hand is most predictable on the basis of a verbal aptitude

4



measure, the Concept Mastery Test. Because of the small N, it is difficult to

Maki: a more definite statement -concerning the types of students who perform

Ivst-in our enrichment classes.. The suggestion of sex - differences is tantal-

izing, but unproven. In_addition, thereis some confounding due to the two

courses that were ,offered. Boys and girls were not distributed equally be-

tweeik the two classes; more boys were in mail science and more girIS-1h*

creative writing. At preSent, we are notable to distinguish between the

influence of sex and th-e-ihfluence of the courses. According to our best

evidence, .however, boys who do Well in the summer program are sdaally-ih-

sightful and prefer to deal with complexity, in addition to being very in-

`telligent. Among the girls(' t appears to be. the mostiintelligentwho

perform best.

The second question to be taken up in this section concerns an evaluation

of our summer enrichment program per se; i.e., is that any evidence that a

trogram such as thts-actuatty-mak66-s difference? The methodology for such

an evaluation is straightforward; it consists of comparing students' scores

before and after the enrichment coursed The more difficult question concerns

what scores to compare. It seemed to us that such enrichment programe might

produce changes of three_types.: (a) changes in students' attitudes toward

school; (b) changes in convergent thinking; and (c) changes in divergent thinking.

J

Attitudes toward school were'conceptualized in a multi-dimensional fashion,

as varying along at least three dimensions--liking, perceived utility, and per-

ceived accessibility._ Here we ask do students like school, do they see edu-

cation as useful, and do they see it as,attainable? Attitudes toward school

were assessed with a semantic differential developed earlier to evaluate the
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effects of a tutorial program on a group of inner-city, disadvantaged youngsters;

in this earlier analysis tne semantic differential yielded positive'and inter-

eating results.

Convergent thinking (the ability to discover a known solution to a problem)

was assessed with Terman's Concept Mastery Test (CMT), a w41-standardized

measur' of vocabulary and reasoning Oility. Divergent thinking (the ability

- -to_generate new solutions to problems -- presumably an important component of

creative problem solving) ;was assessed using two versions of Guilford's Con

----33eguences-testtCunseguernms), and- Test

The 1973 enrichment program was the same as the 1974 program with one

important ayception. the-19734=0gram included a *programmed course in cre-

ative problem solving, developed by Professor Richard Crutchfield .and his

associates at the. University of California at Berkeley. Thus, by comparing

: the 1973 group with the 1974 group we can also determine whether the Crutch-

field procedures added anything to our enrichment package.

Since our analyses require combining the pre- and post-test scores of the

two groups, comparing these pre- and post-test scores with one another, then

comparing the two groups, the first. question concerns the comparability. of tbp

pre-test scores for the 1973 and 1974 groups. Table 9 presents the results of

this comparison. As indicated, there are no significant differences between

the two groups in terms of their pre-test scores, although the 1974 group scored

consistently below the-1973 sample on all three cognitive measures--this reflects-
.

our decision to include in tne 1974 sample two seventh graders and three students

who scored beloW our SAT -V cut -off point.

Table 10 compares the 1973 sample with the 1974 group in terms of their

change scores. As seenin Table 10, scores for the,1973 group changed. significantly
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on the RAT and Consequences measures (indices Of divergent thinking) relative

to the 1974 group; whereas scores on the CMT and semantic differential did not.

The primary differenCe between these two groups is the fact that the 1973 group
4

..omploted crutchfield's course in creative problem solving; 'cOnsequently, these

results suggest that the Crutchfield procedure is an effective and useful

* nrichment resource..

Table 11 presents a comparison' of the pre- and post-tests for the 1974

enrichment group. As Table 11 indicates-scores on the CMT increased sig-

raficantly-as they bad-

of trio ether measures. This finding must be viewed-with caution since the

same term of the CMT was used at both tistings and the improven5nt in test
I

performance may,be_partially due to the effects of practice.

Bearing the_above qualifications in mind, the results of this evaluation

are interestino and interpretable, and can be summarized in terms of three

pointki. First, enrichment programs:for relatively advantaged youngsters such

as these leave their attitudes toward school relatively unchanged. Second,

there is evidence to suggest that these programs of straight academic enrich-
_

ment raise scores-on measures of convergent thinking-74.this case,. measures

of vocabulary. Third, programs of academic enrichment, supplemented by training

in creative problem-solving can raise scores -on measures of divergent thinking
:

as well.

04
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The following briefly describes some of-the other activities of

this project over the past year. These descriptions proceed in seriatim

because they tend - to be unrelated.

X. EPA SymposiUm

""

..7":

In April, 1974e-the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth*spOnsored a sym-

posium at the Annual Meeting of the Eastern PsychologicatAssociation.-

This symposium.served two,major goals of our project:.. First,. it was...a,

good training experience for our graduate students, all of whomtpre----7

:sented poperi,'and second, it served to disseminate information concerning

the project.

Stephen Dautio.presented a paper

of our enrichment program.

describing an initial evaluation

A

Peter McGinn -discussed the problem of defining and identifying

verbal giftedness, making use of all the data we had gathered up to
..

that point.

Mary Viernstein!s paper outlined her study of achievement motivation

in very-talented youngsters, a paper which has subsequently been submitted

for publication.

Roger Webb described his study of the transition from concrete to

formal operations in very bright 6- to 1-year-olds.

Because of scheduling difficulties

management, attendance at the symposium

theless, the session itself was rich in

and a credit to the Spencer Foundation.

request from the SVGY project office.

r

at the level of the convention

was somewhat disappointing. None-

content, professional in execution,

The several papers are available on
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As part of the Project's concern with facilitating verbal talent,

educational counseling activities began following the-1973 summer session.

We invited 48 students with SAT-V scores or 560 or more to meetings on

November 1st and 3rd, 1973, so that we coOld get to know them better,

discuse-iiith-thdm their progress ih-sOhtiOli-delscribe -several-o0portuni-

t
ties for enrichment and 'acceleration, and get their reactions to school,

to our program as a whole, and to our specificAuggestions. About 30

students and 12 parents.participated in these meetings:

There seemed to be general dissatisfaction on the pakt of both the

concerning their-sphoolprograms. However, there

were mixed feelings'about academic acceleration as well as' varied

responses to our proposals regarding enrichment actrWities.: Aethe
....

meetings-of November 1st and 3rd, live possibilities were discussed:

1. Independentibrary Research: Each student received a pass

from The Johns Hopkins UniVersity's Eisenhower Library and was

encouraged-to-utilize the library's extensive resources-

Weekend seminars on using the library.were proposed Contin-

gent upon sufficient interesif.

2. Apprenticeships: For those students witha particularly strong

interest in a certain area we offered to arrange a working re-

lationship with professors or graduate students in that area,
T.

for example, urban planning or study of the city.

3. Acceleration: The educationil advantages of grade skipping were

discussed. For example, we pointed out that an 8th grader' might

profit from skipping 9th grade and going immediately into\senior



high school where a wider range of course offerings are avail-'

'able. Also, acceleration within certain areas of study was

discussed.

4. College Courses: We talked about local area !Alleges offering

stimulating and worthwhile courses which the students could select

__according- 4o their- interesis-and-itbilities,The__Prolect_staff

offered to advise students .regarding their suitability for college

courses and to help arrange admission for them. We encouraged
s,

I

r

411

4.4

5. S2vecific Arrangements with Teachers: Students were encouraged

to suggest to their teachers independent work-in addition to;
,

Or instead of regular Class curricula.

C. Student Newsletter

Initially established if order to reach those students who could not

attend our November meeting the Student Newsletter Imts become the primary

`.median of communication among Project staff and program participants. .

Through the Neislettcrlweshare with the students information on various
,

f

program\ana projects that designed for creative or gi ted.adolescents.

In addition, we encc4rage students to write us about thei ideas on various

aspects of the program at Hopkins, on their educational situation, extra-

curricular actimities, and so forth.

Here are a few examples on the types of."newsworth 11 items that the

Newsletter carries. One issue desqribed for the 1973 program participants

the test.contents and preliminary resultsilhcluding 4mes of winners; of

the Second Verbal Talent. Search. The same issue anrouhced that thq Office

r

, . .
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of special Eventkat. Johns Hopkins included the students on their mailing

list. re:sponse*. to one...or.
4
two .parents' and'"..etudentlis reqUests. a

**

summer IssUe.pf the Newsletter was devote to a reading list containing
.01

.numerous entertaining, challenging., and informative references. A number

Of .the books included in the list had been recommended to the student

.audience by other -students-themselves; the Newsletter-made -those- suggestions

and recommendations available to a larger_group.

. .

Each issue of the Student Newsletter also carries news items from

our AI4mni Notes" file: inc-luclo-eU'eTstrulvtapics---as----alleger-doprses.

.takenspecial awards Or pri*es-received; unusual aativities, speCial

projectsrwadmariOus other experiences about which tile,students-Inform

US.

D. Six -Month Follow-Up

In addition to the November recall meetings we conducted- a six-month
.

follow-up of 128 verbally preco4ous 'studente scoring 530 or greater on .1
. .

the verbal SAT. The questionnaire survey assessed students' educational

. situations, any recent ,changes in these programs, and any plans for

cational change in .the-neat future. -The follow -up served a twofold pur-
.

yose: first, it. was an integral,part of -the 1973 summer,program evalu-
,

ationl second, we encouraged students to give some thought to their par-

educational objectives, problems, and interests.

. ./.
As an assessment technique of the slimmer program, the followip survey

yielded quite interesting findings. Results from the 68% responding

showed significant differences between the students who qualified for

the summer group and those who were 10 to 40 points lower. Those quali-

tying for the summer program were more likely to change schools for

educational reasons, had taken more college courses and planned to take

,
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more college courses, had skipped the-past year in school more often, and

anticipated early admiision to college. more frequently than tnose scoring

just below our SAT-V cutoff point. Obviously the groups differed in SAT

scores, and we do not know to what extent the SAT score might predict

these group differences; but 10 to,40 points on the SAT -V in this range

reflect a difference.of only one to four SAT test-questienew-and the

highest within group correlation of the SAT with any of the other measures

was only 110. These results suggested that something other than SAT scores

probably accounted for the observed group differences. The differences' may

be attributed in part to-the effect of the invitation to participate in the

summer program, which wad extended to the most qualified students oft the,

basis of a cutting-off score (SAT\-V-t.570). ,;

The follow-up study yielded a second interesting result. When the

group who qualified for the summer program was divided into those who-

actually attended and those who did,not, only two measures differentiated

these groupsnumber of college courses taken and anticipated early ad-

mission to collegebut the differences favored the group who did not

attend the summer program. We speculated that this was dUe to the fact

that many of those who did not attend were already engaged in some type

of alternative educational activity.

4

Finally, responses to our follow-up questionnaire suggested that

a number of students might be interested in taking college courses in

certain preferred areas of. study. In addition,. two girls who participated

in the 19/3 summer program each reported earned grades of "A" in an intro-

ductory psychology, course offered by The Johns Hopkins University Evening

College. Therefore due to 'student interest in and successful experience

with college courses for program participantsi_the-Project staff_initiatwi

individualized college course counseling activities.

olr
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E. College Course Counseling

In early April we sent aetters to the 1973 summer program participants

specifically to announce that we advised students to consider ,taking college

.courses in .he summet. Students, were informed that slimmer s ool.officials

at Loyola C011ege, Towson:Stat7 College., and The Johns Hop9lns University

had indicated willingness to jccept them as summer student1 for appropriate

courses. Since many of thes, stuhents already had earned/SAT-IV mores that

-equal or exceed those of e average aollege freshmen, we stressed interest

-and a strong willingness o wor1 as two essential criteria for college

r our/auspices. Our Project Was also committedcourse participation und

to follow te student's prograks in each college course.

.......4.. 1

,
Since 'April, 197 we ha e continued to encOurage our most verbally.:

talented-students o consiiez taking college courses/while still in high
1 ----

school. The prO7edure for c unselinq students who wish to enroll in such

courses stresse self-initJa ive--this is one gauge:of the student's moti-

vation and genuine interest n a certain course or:area. We discuss with

the candidata his course Choi e to be sure that he knows what he wants

and is suitably qualified jn twins of pre-requisites. If release-time

is involOed we arrange for'this with the students school counselor;

if the courge-instructoes,permi sion is required a Project Associate.

accompanies the student for this Finally, a letter of recom-

mendation stating that the student concerned is lindemr, the auspices of

the Project is filed with the local college admission's office. The

student is solely responsible for hi academic; performance in class.

'fid-dattrpe have had five of the prograurparticipants take

seven college courses: Introduction Psychology (2); Freshman



Compdaition (2), American Literature (1), Elements of Writing (1), and

Introduction to 'Computer Science (1). We are pleased with the success-

ful (average grade .= 8+) performance of this small group and are quite

optimistic about the.future success of program participants who enroloa

in college courses. The August issue of the Student Newsletter encouraged

the 1974 enrichment group to write-to local colleges requesting college

course information; one member of the 1974'group is already enrolled in

an introductory college course this fall. Finally, a number of students

have contacted us about specific courses they plan to enroll in during

the spring' semester, 1975.

F. A Study of Precocity and Formal Operations

In andther.project, the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth undertook

an investigation of the nature of cognitive processing in gifted chil-

dren between 6 and 11 years. Working within a Piagetian theoretical

framework, Dr. Webb hypdthesized that intelligence,-defined by very high

IQ scores, implied precocity in cognitive development. The results from

an experiment reported in the 1973 annual report supported this hypothesis,

clearly indicating that very bright elementary school age children are able

to reason about concrete operational problems with precocious aptitude

commensurate with their superior IQ.

Whether or not this precocity generalizes across Piagetian Stagestwas

the next issue of concern. Results from the 1973 study indicated a low

rate of precocity in formal operations among, bright 10-year-olds. In

other words, although gifted 6- to 11-year-olds demonstrated superior,

ability in solving conservation tasks (concrete operational problems),

when faced with problems requiring formal operations to solve, these same
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youngsters showed no precocity. Preliminary results from a secondstudy

(see Appendix A) replicate this finding among an equivalent sample of

cafted children.

The relationship between precocity in formablOperations and intelli-

gence raises a second interesting question: Is there any association be-

tween intellectual giftedness and quality of moral:seasoning? Webb and

his associates systematically studied this question and pre-

OAP

liminary results indicate that the moral judgments of very bright 11- to

13-yeagrolds closely resemble tnose of similar aged children of average

intellitience. Intellectual giftedness seems not to be associated with a

superior capacity for moral reasoning. This impression is based on a first

glance atdata that have not been completely scored; analysis and results

be reported at a later time.
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V. Summary

A. Accomplishments

After two years of work the Study of Verbally Gifted Youth has made

some progress in analyzing the nature of verbal precocity. ,,:rhis progress

can be summarized in terms of 10-accomplishments that, taken together,

represent the nature of our contribution thus far.

1. We can characterize verbal giftedness as defined by high 'mores

On SAT-V. Verbally gifted boys are introspective, analytic, socially per-

'

ceptive, with. much more self,-confidence and social poise than less talente,d

youngsters cf.the same age. The same findings hold for verbally gifted

girls except that they tend to be more extraverted, sociable, and out-

going than equally talented boys. These students seem to confirm the old

adage about good things going together --they are brighter, more ambitious,

more creative, and better adjusted by far than their age-mates.

2. Seventh and eighth graders with very high scores on SAT-Irare

capable of doing college level work in the social sciences. :Such students

have performed satisfactorily in courses we have run, and in courses taught

at other colleges. This does not mean, however, that we would recommend

radical acceleration for these students. As a group they steadfastly

express-substantial ambivalence-when questioned about the *x desire to

be advanced in school at a pace more rapid than their age-mates.

3- On the other hand, high SAT-V students seem thoroughly to enjoy

tne chance to interact with equally talented students their ownage; this

sore of experience strikes us as optimal_ for the-intellectual development

of high SA7=N-youngsters and as an iffipoYtarit contribution to their so-C1117

- .

adjustMent as well.'
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4. Work by Dr. Webb over the past two years suggests that, in terms

of the ontogenesis of intelligence, enrichment programs such as the ones

we have put on would not be suitable foT students much younger than 12.

The capacity to perform formal operations seems to emerge around 11 or'12,
,.

and high IQ scores apparently confer :lc advantage in the developmental

process.

5. Students with high scores for SAT-V seem remarkably similar' to

students with high scores for SAT-M, with only few exceptions. Relative

to high SAT-M students, those high on SAT-V choose more Social as opposed

to Investigative careers, and seem to prefer complex-and unfinished designs.

tenerally.-peaking, math- verbal comparisons such as those we have conducted

seem not to be a very powerful analytic strategy for understanding human

intelligence, and we will probably terminate this line of'research.

6. We have established a:limited. counseling and referral program

through-which we advise, concerned parents and their children,sibout the

_sorts of opportunities available to them for enriched educational ever-

iences. We have also established contact with other agencies involved

in the education of the gifted and with whom we serve as mutual sources

of information and referral.

1. We -now feel that.hi44SAT-Nr.scores are .a _necessary but insuffi-

cient predictor of accomplishment in the social-stIeoces. A more cow-

-7-----plete analysis of the nature of verbal giftedness will have to take into

account talents and.dispoditions beyond those reflected, on SAT-y, e.g.,

social acuity and insight, motivational and personality variables.

General speak-i--Wg r perforstane.W=rnou-e-s-eemrtimt

predictable tram vocabulary scores. Performance in our social science
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course, however, seems more a function of social insight and the capacity.

to think-in an-origindl..and unusual fashion: This suggests.that the deter-

minants of gifted verbal performance are rather "different in literature.

and in-the social sciences--at,least in the 12-14 year age range.

9. We now have data suggesting that, other things being equal, the

higher the status of the parents (defined in terms of cducation and-
,

4, -..:......"".
. .

ocbugrpt.ion), the lower the aspiration level of the child. Stidents.showing
,O.....

: .

the most potential upward mobility come from relatively low status families

,

compared with our total population. _These trends have obvious implications

for understanding the puzzlifig phenomenon of-highly-able-youth dropping out

and not fulfilling their promise. We also see the outlines of an intei,-

esting theory of achievement motivation where the emphasis is on parental

models rather than'discrete and specifiable sets-of childatraining

practices. Specifically, achievement motivation in our very bright

.students seems to be a function of exposure to dynamic and ambitious'

adult models.

10. Final/Ivo' it appears that enriehmentrprograms designed for the

verbally gifted may lead to certain qualifiable outcomes: vocabulary scores

increase and, with the proper training, so do scores on measuppyof diver-

gent thinking such asthe GUiIfOtd Consequences Test Ad--th-e--Remote-Asso-

ciates Test. There are almost surly non-quantifiable results of.these

programs as well. This year, for example, we inadvertently invited a

-studsne whom we had classified as "bright normal" to join our 'summer

enrichment program. The boy's mother reported thatohis school perfor-

mance improved immediately, presumably as a funotiOh of having-Been-

4.
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labelled verbally gifted by us. This labelling served. as a motivational

factor for our "bright.normai" student and must have had comparable effects

on our otherstudents as well.

B. Incompleted Work

In.addition to the accomplishments listed above, two bf our original

goals remain inCompletelygrealized. On the one hand, it is still not clear

that humanistic talent can be trained.. Although scores.on measures of

convergent-4nd divergent thinking increased after exposure to our enrich-
.

ment program, the quality of the students' writing remained unchanged--

in fact many have declined slightly over the course of the summer. More-

over, there is some evidence that those well-qualified students who did

not attend our summer
:

program are somewhat more education- and achievement-

oriented than those who llid. It seems to-us, that the answer to this

problem will be resolved only by appeal to longitUdinal.data, hopefully
_

by the final year of the pr&ject

On the other -hand, we hive made only minimal.progress- toward-our_

goal of 'formulating a theory of intelligence. In our last report we

summarized existing models. During the past year, we began to articulate

an alternative 'perspective but -we are---not yet ready to -set thisinrth

a formal presentation.
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As presently formulated our plays for next three years are

oriented toward six,goals. These are:

Firstp.we are seriouitir committed to the idea of developing a more

refined conceptualization of intelligence and_humanistic talent. This

will entail investigating the fruitfulness of a variant on Or. Webb's

notion 9f intelligence as "power, structure, and style." .Power ie con-

.

ventionally.defined and assessed as "q." Strut ire refers to the Piaget-

ian stages.of cognitive-development. Here, however,- we would like to

investigate the notion that formal Operations:do not represent the.epd

1.,int of intellectual development but rather are followed by a stage

that can be described by the term "dialectical operations." Our work

would consist of trying to specify more preciiely the notion of dia-

lectical_ operations and then developing means for assessing this concept.

Style will be defined as social judgmente'reflected to some degree in

G. H. Mead's notion of role-taking ability and operationalized in terms

of the Chapin Social Insight Test._ We are encouraged by the fact that

these three aspects of intelligence, derived from theoretical consider-

ations, seem related to performance in our social sciences enrichment

courses (i.e., in terms of the Concept Mastery Test--power--the Barron-,

Welsh Art Scale --structure- -and the Chapin Social Insight Test -- style).

Second, we will put on one more large scale assessment, this time
14 4.

relying on nominations and products as initial criteria of giftedness.

We will then turn to an in-depth tollow-up of those students previously
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associated with our program that our staff considered talented, regardless

of their test scores. Here:we will change our methodology in the study

of vti a1 giftedne ss-from-a-psychametric-to a more clinical approach.
0Tc

4' Third, lee intend to Cully analyze the dattvderived from oux bip-

. 'graphical questionnaire. Our feeling is that these biographical data

a

are a rich source of information about tne nature of Verbal giftedness

that we have zlot as yet exploited. This data snould hold a clue to the

problem of the assessment and identification of verbal giftednessa

Fourth, we have become increasingly uneasy about the fact that

working class and minority group children are virtualiyanon-existent

in our gifted samples. We obviously need alternative selectidn strate-

gies in order to reach other than -well -to-do middle class students. The

gifted children of America's working classes may represent one of the

country's major untapped natural resources.

Fifth, we intend to put together and refine ourenrichment program

for use in the public schools. After two years of experience, we are

probably in a better position to do this than many educational agencies.

Our first venture in this direction .will take place in October, 1974,

when Mr: McGinn of our project staff will conduct en enrichment social

science Course at7lipeDITC-srclvsal-iTrBaltimare.-------- ---------

Finally, we intend to put together a counseling package for parents
tot

of verbally gift4d youth. This will include tips on identificationton

. educational planning and useful enrichment strategies. In the form of a

mail-out brochure, this should be of considerable practical advantage to

our counseling goals.

U
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Table 1

Scholastic Aptitude Test - Verbal-Scores

1973 1974

Group N SD _IL Mean SD
-

Girls I - .1ip .443.1 97.4 256 445.3, 92.0

446.8 90.4 166- 438.-8

65 391.8 87.1 .1I.4- -412.4. 80.3

473.3 88.7 142 472.1 91.8

51 409.4 77.5 .68 416.2 82t2

66 .475.8 89.5 98 454,2 77.6.

.

31. 604.5 32.0 .28 5b9.3 "70.6

17 599.4 33.4 16 570.6- 61.8

14 610;7 30.2 14 542.7 81.9

Boys' .117

7th Grade Girls.

8th. 99

7th Grade Boys

8th Grade Boys

. Enrichment Gro4

'- Enrichment Group - Girl;

--Enrichment Group - Boys'

. - .

C

.

. c

4

Go
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Table 3 ilono

School Type

,,,..

4

Boys (N = 166)

Public Schodl; 66%' 71,6-

Prie Schwas 2 7

Patochial Schools. 32 22.

'76 `

A



.

a er's'ed: level .13

Father's occ. level .25..

.13

Table 4.

Correlation3 between SAT ''Verbal Scores

and the Variables Listed

-

Girls (N = 256) Bogs (N == 166)

,Motner's-ed. level- 4--

mother's occ. level
tts-

.08,

vbi.

RATS .31 - .31

Guilford Consequences .10 .06

77

%N.

.11

'



. Table 5

Enrichiment Group Test Results

1

Total GrO4
N n ;8

Mean SD

Girls
N = 16

Mean SD

:;Boys
iN = 12

Mean -SD

SAT Verbal T 559.3 70.6 570.6 \ 61.8 542.7 82.6
Tezman COfiatiPt-M4itery Test- 56.3 19.9 55.5 18.6 57.4 22.2
Chapin Social InsighiTest
talifOrnia PsycholOgical Invantory

21.2 4.7 22.9 . 4.1 18.9 4.6

. Dominance . 27.0 6.3 27.2 6.8 26.8 6.0
19.5 .4.4 3.8

Aociability . 24.,3 / 5.2 25.2 4.7. 23.0 5.9 ,

Social Presence 34.6 6.9 35.4 7.0 33:6' 7:0
Self-Acceptance 23.3 11.1 22.1 3.5 24.8 16.7
Sense.of Well-Being 33.3 5.9 34.7 5.6 31.5 6.1
Responsibility 29.9 5.3 31.3 4.6 , 27.9' 5.7
Socialization' 37.8 5.8 40.4 3:6 34.3. 6.3

7--Self-Control 25.8' 25.8 9.9
Toiera49e

J: 21.3 5.7 22.9 5.5 19.3 5.6
Good MMOression 15.8 6.6 15.9 6.0 15.6 7.6
Communality 24.2 3.0 25:6 1.8 22.3 3.2
Achievement vi "'conformance 26.2 4.4 26.9 4.3 25.2 4.7
Athieyement vi, ;ndependence 21.1 3.7 ' 21.3 3.9 21.0 .3.5
Intellectual Efficiency t9.8 5:3' )41.3 '4.6 37.8 5.6
iisycological Mindedness 11.3 2.8 10.7 2.8 12.1 2.7
Flexibility 11.8 4.4 12.0 *3.8 11.6 5.3
Femininity 21.0 3.0 22.3. 2.5 19.4 2.8
Empithy 23.3 4.6 29.4 3.8 20.6 4.3
Autonomy 21.5 2.8 21.8 3.5 21.0 1.7

Remote Associates Test 15.6 3.6 16.1 3.2 14.8 4.1
Myers Briggs Type Indicator

Extraversion__ 15.5_ _ 4..8. . .. ._ 18.4 4.7 11.6 7:3
-Sensing 5.5_. 6.3 3.3 3.0 8.4 8.3

-7-.2- 6:5- .-. 3.5 3-. 8- -12:1. 6.3-'1iilcing -
Judging 10.0 7.0 9.4 6.0 10.8 8.5
Introversion 7.1 8.5 6.2 14.4 -7.1
*Intuition 19.4 5.0 20.4 3.6 17.9 6.4

--Peeling 13.8 7.0 17.1 5.4 9.3 6.6
Perception 16.9 7.1 17.2 6.5 16.5 8.1`

Holland's Self Directed Search
Realistic 1.2 1.7 0.5 0.9 2.2 2.1

Artistic 9.6 3.8 10:9 3.3 7.9

.

3.8
Social 8.0 3:6 9.5 3.3 , 6.2 3.3
Enterprising 3.9. 2.4 3.3 2.3 4.6 2.4
Conventional 0.9. 1.1 _J1.7 1.0 1.2

Bar on Welsh Art Scale 22.1 11.4 21.3 11.7 23.1 11.4
Zion-Equation -for--

,preativity .
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SAT-Verbal
r 544.3

'terman Conckt:ATitery Teit 70.3

California -ychologiCal ISventty

Table 6'

Verbal-Math Coaisons
Males (N a pp)

Verbal Group N p)

Mean

584.7

; Dominance 2W.1
C4pacity for Status
Sdciability
SOcial Presence
Self-Acdeptance
Sense of Wel14Being
Responsibility
Socialization.
.Self-Control
Tolerance
Good-Impression

-7-rommuntity
Achievemant-Conformance
Achievement-Independence

hapin
.9emote
_Modern

Barron

le.7
23.3

In°llectual BUJ
Psychological-Mi
Fleçibilhy
Femininity-
Empathy
Autonomy'
Social Insight Test
Associates Test
Language Aptitude Test
Welsh Art Scale

iency
ednéss

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
Extraversion
Sensation
Thinking
Judging
Introversion
Intuition
Feeling
Perception

Age ,

Volder siblings
4 younger siblings
tether's ed. level
Father's occ. level

-. Mothers ed..lemml
iMother's occ. level
Liking for school.

-1st occ. -choice level.

34.0
20.7
31.9'
.29.3
36.7
24.8
21.1

24.1-

44.6
20.4
38.4

11.9
12.6
19.0
21.0
20,7
20.8
14.9
66.4
21.3

10.2
7.1
11.8
12.4
16.1
17.8
9.5

15.1

7.8
13.3
0.6
1.J
4.4
4.4

3.8
2.1

SD

46:5
74.3(N14)
19.5

.. .

\Math Group (N = 30)

Mean SD
1 .

03.791.9 4.3 ...... 001 .

6.0 50.9 .'.7.4 ''...001;

3.4 19.4 r 3.5 .001-7"

tp.

1

10.2
3.6
5.0 f

.0
1 .8
226

6.9
3.9
4.8
-6-;:or

3.1
5.7

Ca
20.

32.
4.1 1

.5.1
5.2. 28.3\ 41.8

5:7: 36.3', 5.6.

8.5 24.8 7.8

:4.5 19.6 \'' 5.6.

6.0 13.8 5.3

2.1
4.5. 4 4.024.2

3.8 19.7 4.2

4.8 37.2 5.4

2.8 11.9 3.0

3.6: 12.5 4.2

3.8 17.1 3.8

. 4.0 20.7 "1 3.4

2.9 21.7 3.0'

19.4 3.5(N19)
. 4.1 13.5 5.2(N=20)

15.5(Ns14) 69.2 17.3(N=19)

12.5 14.6 10.5

5.5 10.6 61.0(N=20)

6.7 9.2 ;6.9-(14s20)

5.8 13.1 6.4(N=20)

7.0 12.3 6,1(N=20)

6.1. 16.4 6.6(N=20)

5.4 15.6 .4 (N=20)

6.4 7.4 .6(N=20)

7.4 14.4 6.8(N=20)

0.5 7.8 0.8

0.9 0.8 -1.0

0.9 1.3 1.3

1.0 4.3 1.1

0.6 4.4 0.6

0.8 3.6 1.2

0.7(N=15) 4.2 11,..7(N=12)

0.7 2.0

_0.5 4.7 0.5

0.5 ns'

0.9 ns

0.6 ns
-Tn11-7-:--1mr---

-9.5 ns.

0.1 ns
0.8 ns

ns

0.0 ns

1.1 ns
ns

.5 ns

I-..

0.4. ns

0.7. ns
0.9 ns

0.0 ns

0.1 ,

1.9 ms
0.1 ns

1.3- ns

1.0 ns

1.1 ns.

0.5 ns

2.3 .05

0.2
1.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
1.4

1.1
0.9

ns
ns
ns
.ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.0 ns

-1.2
0.8 ns

1.0 ns

1.5 ns

0.0 ns

1.5 ns
0.8 hi
0.5 ns

0.0 ns

p



Table 7

HolIend Cadet!:

Verbal Group
(N as 28)

Math. Group
(N == 21.)

Realistic ft 1
. Investigative 14- 22

3--Artistic
Social- 7 1
Enterprising 3 2
Conventional 3. 0

o 0

80
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Table 8

Correlations with Summer Rating,
/

1973 and 1974 Enrichment Groups

Males. Females

W25 W33

SAT-V .10 .09

Concept Mastery Test .16

.Chapin -.37* .19

Remote Associates Test .16 .08'

er,

BirrOn-Welsh.." .32. .05

Age .10

* p <.1

**p_<

81.

S



Table 9

Pre-test Icores

1973 and 1974 Enrichment Groups.

1973

. Mean

1974

SD N

a

-

,

Remote Associates Test: , 16.1. 4.5 ,30 15.5 , .3.6 28 14884- NS.

Guilford Consequences 30.3. . 9.9 . 31 ma 7.5 24 .6505 NS,

19.9 '28 1.5308 NS- --IConcept Maiteri Test 64.7 11--ir5

Semantic Differential
[Range of,possible scores:
positive = 9, negative = 63]

School 21.8 .-7.2 31. 21.1 7.1 .3508 NS

.

Math 21.3 9.9 .3/ 23.6 .. 2.7 . .7620 ..NS

English 24.3 11.0 31 22.0 ..10.1'.
. .8068. NS

College 18.4 '5.9 31 18.3 5.1 .0877 NS



Table 10 .

Mean Change Scores,

1973 and 1974 Enrichment Groups

1,973

..Post -test minus
Pre-test

1974

Post -test minus
Pre-test

83 v

Me 'SD N SD N

itemOte Associates Test 1.2 4.3 26 : -1.0 3:9 27 1.9952 .05*.

, -

Guilford.Consequences 5.7. . 26 0.5 -4:4 . 27 2.8122 .005*

Concept,Mastery Test 10.2 12.1 26 12.2 14.8 27 0.5551 NS'

Semantic Differential ;

'Note: posUive values correspond to decreases in attitude]

School 2.4 4.3 26 1.0. 4.9 26 1.0819 NS

0

Math -0.6 5.0 26 0.2 6.1 26 0.4951 NS

English 3.6 9.4 26 -0.8 7.7 26 1.8744 NS.

college- 3.0 5.9 26 1.3 6.5 26- 1.007e .NS

*one-tailed

N.

!P

14.
S



Table 11

Comparison of Pre-test and Post-test Scores 'of

1974 Enrichment Group

Selantie Differential
titingeof possible scores:.

positive = 9, negative-1=-634

School

3

Pre-test
Mean SD N

Remote Associates Test . 15.6 '3.6 28

,

Guilford Consegrt.nCen Test 28.8 7.5 8
4 ,

Concept Mastery Test 56.3 '19.9 . 28

21.1. 7.1. . 27

.Math. '23.6 12.7 ,27
-.. .

English . :. 22.0 10.1 . 27.

College 18:3 5*.l. . 27
.,_.

**two-tailed

r.

- 84.

Post7test .

Mean SD N t

14.6 3:2.

-. 29-.5 8.3
i

.

9.3 18.4.. .f7

22.2.- 8.3

- 23.7 .12:9
.

.21.4 : 9..4 4

19:.7` 7.7

C

27 . 1.3392.
:

.NS

27 0.5690 NS°

.,.

27 .4.12950 .002**

..
. .

27 1.0729 NS

27 0.1599 NS )

.-
27 0.5639' NS :' .'''.:

.

27 . 1.0252 NS
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Appendix A*

Formal Operations in Ver( Bright 8- to 14-Year-IRlds.

by

Stephen P. Daurio And-Boger A. -Webb

The Johns Hopkins university.

,

Piagetian notions of sensory motor intelligence and coinCrete operations--

.

have. been-studied extensively; however,. little systeitsilac.reSearch.has4ocused:

owthe final stage of Piaget's systeMrlormal operations Several reasons fore:

.this -are apparent. The nation of formal operations is abstract, difficult to
,

0 O.

comprehend. and the findings in this area are
°

data'found in concrete operations s hest

.

le0i-dramatic than the strikingirror*

Tests of operations

also appear readily reproducible and easily age-normed, while'thogie of for-

italioperations evoke'littlesUqh agreement. . ,1,.
...

Before discussing. factors that might, influencis..individual differences

in the'acqOisition of:fOrmal.opeisitionai:Wemight_note:that formal oPep,'

ations are Cultural in a way that concrete operations apparentlyare not.

Concrete operations develop in a remarkably similar fashion across a wide
.c

range_of environmentsg_mattmes.,_ )

ness). f mostItudies formal schooling does not appear to

stantial differences (Goddnow & Bethon, 1966; Mermelstein &

Formal operations on -the other hand seem to be dependent an

make any sub--

Shulman, 1967).

the culture in

which one has lived. Most so-called "primitive" cultures apparently do

not use formal operations and their acquisition seems to require formal

schooling (Goodnow & Bethon, 1966)., Furth and Youniss (1971) 'found that



Tae

I.

--.
deaf children, who are essentially normal in the acquisition of concrete

Operations, are significantly retarded in the acquisition of foraal oper-

ations. It is.interesting to note in this regard that each of Piaget's

tests for formal operations (law of floating bodies, equilibrium in the

balance)' involves principles discovered ih historical time.' It is hardly

reasonable to assume that each chilfPwill discover principles that took

. Ir...14est7gads of our cultur centuries to discover. This is notsto say

thit a child-must learn these principlei in. class. .Pather'we bight assume

that the child must learn certain general cultural ato.tudes'in school

./

whit is an appropriate explanation) while the examiner's. questions

direct the application of thes;:t 9rinciples to thespecific problem.

Nor is much known about the factors affecting individual qifferences

in -the acquisition of formal operations. Piaget-(1971) conceded that _

formal opezAtions might require;a:special aptitude for scientific-mithe-u

mitical thought. Uipublishea studies citedby Keating (1973), moreover,

suggest that most normal individuals in our society do not typically use

formal operations"to solve problems. It appears, then, that there is con-

siderable individuil.vareiation in the use of formal operations.

Three possibilities appear likely as explanatory mechanisms. First,

as Piaget suggest6d, formal opirations may arise from special mathematical-

scientific aptitudes...There is a second possibility, however; i.e.., that

individuals who acquire f?rmal operations are simply smarter (e.g., more

intelligent in the psychometric sense's than those who do not. All of this

is confounded with the third factor--education--that may also explain part

of the variance.

4.1

.
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.

67.

The resolution of these issues is made particularly difficult by an

. almost total lack of normative data. ExcePt-for.lhhelder and Piaget'i

.(l58), original, monograph where 11 is the earliest age for the occurrence

6f formal operations, there 4:little data to fix the age of first appear-

,of. tHese forms-of-reesonlft!:--r,eatinels-4107-3)-:(1974). studies suggest

it bright 11-year-aids can pass 'formal operational tasks.and childmn.

of average intelligence pass them somewhat later.

In an atteMpt tp deal with the general problem of precocitiin

Piagetian-operatiOne and the'assOaaiion of precocity with

Webb (1974) undertook the studyit-it smaIlsample (N=25) of very bright

(1110F160 children ranging in age from 6 to 11 years. On a series of

difficult concrete 4)erational-teaks (76.4" conservation of volume) for

which good normative data are available, Webb found extreme precocity in

the gifted sample. All the children passed the items that were supposed

to be difficult for average 10-year-olds : The data from two formal °per-

ationai problems, on the, other hand, revealed essentially no 'precocity.

Four b9ys, all within a few month of their 11th birthlays in age, were

the only dubjects.in the sample who apparently passed the formal oper-

ational tasks.

These data appeared to establish one point and leave another in

doubt. There was considerable .pithin stage precocity in the acquisition

4h
.
of concrete operations, but whether tnerewas-any substantial across stage

precocity_in.the acquisition of formal,operations seemed doubtful.- Since

1"

Ar

only a few of the oldtat subjectp showed formal opeiational behavior to
1

any degree, there was-no way of estimating when the majority of such very..

4--

1
_ ___ _____.:

1.1-- ----------- -



bright youngsters would begin to =pass the problems..
* -

i.,

To further study the problem,the authors returned to the gifted

Anna' Arundel 'County sample this surOmer. It was our intention to test.

ti

older groupp.who preSumably, Would be more laityto pass for-

mal operational.tasks:and to use a more eXtigiiiiTlid.:set-of taski.-

. Before describing.ire sample,andtheltasks used, one metboddloqical___,_.

!

point should. be mentioned.' The study.descrtbed heze.is Still in progress.

Twoimups.of Subjects ha4e been studied to date--bothbright groups --and
,

-

more grata& of subjects will'be tested in the near futuve: We have knot
cr

proceeded in :the preferred manner -of sampling4rom all groups to- be tested

and testing .them in random ordei. This deviation from the usual procedure

has bcten7-takerr-.because-tile data are expensive to collect and time con=

kJ.
Burning to analyze. 8400 questions may be answered substantially with

restricted samples and we may be able to a oid studying stibjects whose-

data wi 11 be rediandatit.'

.Method
. .

Subjects: Thirty-eight white middle -olass childr46 ranging in age from

8;3 (8 years, 3 months) to 14:4 were studied.' Twenty -five ioun9er students

w\Mn

Cava -, l2;-21__ 'th 1.(e-igreater-than,-160.were-locate*theough a-program- -

, . .

operated by the e Arundel County, Maryland, school system. ,IQ's were

determined. by'the Slosson Intelligence Test which corl'elates above .9 with

the Stanford-Binet (Slosson, 1961). Seven girls and 18 boys were.. included

in-thit sample.

Thirteen-olderstudents ranging in age from 120 to 14,4 ware selected

from the Verbal Talent Search winners. Seven boys and six girls in this
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I

. group scored from 490 ,through 670 on:. the verbal portion of tI'e Scholastic
I

, .

Aptitude-Test; the mean SAT-V score for these subjects was WI.

.Procedure: Children were tested' individually in their;homes4,:by the

eXpetithenter and an assidtant-during.e single five-week period during:
-,

.

summei, 1974. Three.forMal operational taakS-adopted'from /hheldei.and

riaget (1958). were used as wall as46so moral reasoning dilemmas.(Adelson,-.

et al., 1969; Planet, 1932f.P The forma operational -tasks were copmuni-
0

- .

bating vesiels, oscillation `in i-pendulum,--and the helance.ptOblem.

1. Communicating VeOsils. Subjects were" asked to)MakepreCitatipns

as to where*-thec-water level wrould bye in a'thin.columweonneCted-to a

.1

. -.

wide column br'rubberstdbing if water were-poured into'the.widecolumn

up to a certain level. Subjects:were then. asked to predict whether or,
. .

. -

not the thin column could be filled to the top, the level of which was

aptiroximately 12 inches above the brim of the:wide column. The next

queptionwas-, "If-I move the wide column up and down, what will happen

/

,.to the water leirel in the thin, celumn?" After this prediction sUbje'ats is

were encouragyd,to experiment with the apparatus: The child was asked fok

a general rule as to "-how the/ water level in one column relates to the
. ,

'water level in the other column." Finally, subjects were asked to explain

why water seeks' its own level if tney.indeed arrived at that generalization.

2. oscillation in a Pendulum. Subjects were asked_to discover what

determines the period-of a pendulum. The apparatus'aconsisted of a wooden ,..

dowl supported by two mc.tal stands from, which were suspended two short/

-
a

ium, and long strings and .a set of metal washer weights. The experi-

mente demonstrated and explained the problem:
0

,Analysis of moral reasoning problems were sot complete at ifle time of

this writing; therefore, analysis and results are not included in this paper.
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1The period is the time it .takes to go through a complete
cycle. If we use the same length of string, the same weights,
drop them from the same height with the same force orlPush.

(they will have the same period.
. .

Now if we use different string lengths, tifferent Weights,
_ drop-themfrom different heightsp.and.use different pushes -'they
will have different periods,::

1
1.

At this point'the:subject was invited to 'experiment and aiscovei the factor

CT factors that determine the-period. This:. task. chaliengedthe-sUbject to

eliininate the distractor-variables of height of drop, weight'o:Object,

1-

and forcr-of,drop irk orcier.tolscilate' the controlling iratiable/of:-length

of thestring----

,

'3. Balance Problem. The apparatus consisted of a balance. constructed .-

1 :--
. a 1 - . ............rur 74.
from an 18 inch wooden iulii amounted on a flame with holes at each inch mark,t.1..... . 7

and a set of -metal lwasher weights.. The child was asked to balance a mumber
'1 \ .., ,e1

( . :
.I,

of spec c combinitiors of weights and distances sometimes us40g morethan

--t
.'..

,one solu .:fin. Subjracts-wore'then asked to formulate:the.gener4 rule for

--.-

balancing the moments of force. Care was-taken to. distinguish between
. 9

eMpiriCal strategie and. the theoretical rule that was .sought. '

.. .. .

ScOring: Transcrip s of audio ,tapes made during each testing session served

as protocols for sc ring. Each protocol was scored .rldependently by the in-

vestigatoi..1 -74W*oiring system was idaPtadliciia iiihaida afrO Otagei (.958)
9

. .

. 1

and corresponds to that used by Keating (1973). One of-four:categorical
iE

,

ratings, two concre e (ItA and IIB) and two formal, (IIIAiand IIIB) operational
.

were assigned to ea h task. A breakdown of the ratings for each of the.thbree

Par the communkcating vessels problem a IIA response meant the subject

wz-.s aware of the el;vatioh relation between the two water levels; a IIB

.//



rating meant the. subject observed. the equality: of water levels but was

unable to explain *he phenomenon.4 Preliminary explanation and the be

91

g innings of formal structuring.. rated, .a. MA score. Finally, a 1118 rating-
,

was contingent upon'tliesilbject's leRplaining the final eiliialitY of water,

revels dueto an equilibriation o pressures de!pite unegual'volumes.._
,

1

- ,

The pendulum problem determine ,whether or not th.subject could

__experimen
tl

holding extraneous radtors.constant while, looking ,it'ihe

ef1ect of pta variable:. A concrete operational resPonse.plAYwasbased

. .

upon the'c 14.'s ina4ility to :separate. variables and to order accurately
..._ .

,.-

the effeCts

I
'AP

el

concrete

of-- one variable such as weight. A the more advanced us-
F. .

operational stage a child still varied sekrera condAtions:simul-
.

taneouslytbut. 'accurately ordered the effects of confounding variables,

esponses involving preliminary Reparation,of variables rated a I/IA

score; spontaneous and antiCipataiy separatich of variables received a.
- -

clear-cut torMal-operatiOnal:,,(1140 tatIngi

FOr.the

,combinations

procedure.

paliainee.probae m
1. a

of weights and

ra IIkiesponsiiMeani ihe7subject solved-the

distances through a random trial and error

'me more aavanded concrete operational stage FIB) was char-

aaterized by a systematic trial and error Procedura in which the subjlect

discovered the inverse, correspondence of weights and distance, Preliminary

explanation of the proportionality between weight and distance receiveda

IIIA rating. Finally, an- explanation of the balance rule as.

1

correct anticipatory r sponses to new balance situations was

IIIB,
.

. /

well as

scored as rm

4
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Results
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\
Before considering the data from the Piagetian eyaluation it is

worthwhile to note that the results are based von the\elerimenter's

rating of each task. Obviously, the next step of thii Study is to have

a qualified rater score the transcripts in order to establAsh inter-

rater reliability. However, we did k check .of internalco sistency

(see Table 1) for the experimenter's ratings. A 4'X 4 inte,-correlation

matrix for each of the three tasks,and a total score (that iS by adding

the 1 to 4 score on all three tasks together for each subject)', yielded

correlations between tasks ranging from .41 to .66. Each task\corre

lated from .78 to .Q9 with the total' score. Therefore, the experimenter's

scoring was consistent among the three tasks.

Thirty-eight subjects were divided into three age groups: median

age 8 years; 9 months, 10;6, and 13;6 corresponding-to Groups A, Bp'and

C, respectively, in Figure 1 and Tables 2 and 3. Figure i presents Percent

in each age group showing evidence of formal operations defined as a store

of either 3 or 4. The first set of columns shows the percent,of each group

who were judged formal operational on all three tasks. The neikt three sets

of columns show the percentages for each task individually. The ,final set

shows the percent scoring 3 or 4 on any of the three tasks. Clearly the

order of the groups was C > 1:1? A for each task as well as for any and ,all

tasks.

Forth-five percent of Group A (median age 8;9) demonstrated formal

operational reasoning on the pendulum task (see Table 2); a majority of

Groups B and C (median ages 10;6 and 13;6, respectively) also passed the

1.4



pendulum task. Only a majority of the oldest children, i.e., Group C,

passed the other two tasks, communicating vessels and the balance

roblem (see Table 2).

Whn concrete and formal operational ratings were divided into ZIA,

ITS, ,II IA, and IIIB subcategories, 44 and 41percent of Group B were rated

IIB. and IIIA respectively. llowever ; _36 and 45 -percent of Group C-were

rated ILIA and MB, respectively. A comparison of groups at the IIIB dub-
_

stagy indicates significantly 11- to 14-year-olds (Group C) demonstrated
_

clear formal operational ability than 10- to 11-year-olds (Group B) (p < .001) .

. Discussion

The major hypotheses of this paper were: (1) that intellectual pre-

cocity defined psychometrically by very high (greater than 160) lirdid not

necessarily imply precocity across Piagetian stages, and (2) that.yery -

bright 12- to 14-year-olds would demonstrate within stage precocity by

successfully completing a seri's of formal operational tasks. Data from

the present study for the most part support these hypotheses.

Results from both the communicating vessels task and the balance

problem support the hypothesis that very bright young children (Group A,

median age 8;9) demonstrate a low rate of precocity in formal operations.

These findings similarly replicate Webb's (i974) observation that children

ranging in age from 6 to 11 years revealed essentially no precocity in

formal operational ability.

Based on the results froM Group b (median age 10;6) the present study

also replicates Keating's (1973) finding that bright 11.1year-olds piss

formal operational tasks. However, as noted above, Piaget (1958) has

cited age 11 as the beginning of formal operations; thus Group B results
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do not imply precocity' across eognitiv.stages. Indeed, the relatively

low degree of this precocity can be underlined by noting that these bright

10- and. 11-year-olds perform much closer to chronological age than mental

age expecations.

At this point we note that the Group A pendulum task results are in-

-consistent both with results- from- the-other two formal- operations- tasks--

. and with. our predictions. One possible' explanation for this inconsistency

might bethat there is actually some degree of horizontal dgcalage among

formal operations tasks awl. that the perdulum problem is quite a simple

problem compared to why. water levels stay the same or to explaining how

a balance works. However, at this point in the data analysis we cannot

explain why approximately 40% of Group A pass the pendulum task; further

analysis is necessary.

The second major hypothesis, that very bright 12- to 14-year-olds

demonstrate within state precocity was supported by the overall results.

The oldest subjects (median age 13;6, Group C) demontrated a surprising

niagree of formal operational ability at the advanced IIIB stage. Indeed,

their responses clearly gave evidence that these .very bright 12- to 14-

y(:dr-yids were reasoning.as logical young experimenters.

Finally, the low rate of precocity across stages in this gifted

sample suggests that when we do test a sample of normal subjects we can

guess that they will be only slightly below the gifted group in acquisition

formal oper4tions. Moreover, ot...r study of the differences between huran-

istic and mathematical giftedness requires testing samples of mathematically

precocious children, particularly girls. It may indeed be possible that

Piaget is right and "special aptitude is required" for tormal operations.
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Footnotes

1

This research was supported by a grant from tbe Spencer Foundation.

of Chicago to The'Johns Hopkins University. The writers wish to thank

DianaPu3als who assisted inthe collection and analysis of date,.

One older boy, a participant in the Johns Hopkins suMmer session,

_ was"tested at Hopkins-as a matter of transportation convenience.

3

At the time of this writing, each protocol had been sc., . only once;
anbanleb

therefore,. without established reliability, results must be ti- .ted as pre-

4iminary.- Since each protocol will be'scored by a second rate, scoring

. criteria are described in. detail.

4
Each sub3ect was also asked to draw the water levels ih three

"tilted glass" drawings. Whether or not the subject was able to draw

horizontal water levels was used as a further criterion for distinguishing

IIA from IIB responses on this task.

.
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Table 1

correlations between Ratings on Communicating

'Vessels: Pendulum, Balance, and Total Score

Communifating
- Vessels Pendulum Baland,

Total
Score

Communicating Vessels .

. .

L

.62** -. .6610t' ,89**

Pendulum . ,
.

.

-

V.

t, .41* .80** ..

Balance
.

.

4

.

.

.

.78**
.

Total Score

.1'f ,,,

*.01< p <.05
4

**p < . 001

a
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Table 2
.

Percent Passing Formal Operational Tasks

v

Communicating Pendulum

Vessels

Balance

Age Group
a

.

A. 8,3 - 9;10

N=11b

B. 10;1 - 11,3

Nz-13c

C. 12;2 - 14;4

d

:9 45 0

38 62

.136 I 93

17

64

a

Age is reported in years; months

b
Median age 619

C
Median age 10;6

Median age 13;6

t.

Ag

6



2

a

a

4..

-

'Table 3

Percent Breakdown of Responses by Two Older Groups

atoii

Concrete Formal

IIA. IIb

Operatiodal

IIIA IIIB4.44m....4...=4.....4144.
o.

,t 10;6a 12.5 43.8. 40.6 3.1

1 14 1310 2.4 16.7 .35.7. 45.2

.

.

.

44

a
N = 13 based on 32 ratings 413 Communi;osping Vessels,
13 Pendula, and 6 Balance ratings); )median age 10;6, ,

Group B.
g .

b
N = 14-based on 42 ratings (14 Communiciting Vessels,

14 Pendula, and 14 Balance ratings);median age 13;6,

Group C.

NOTE:7:2 = 19.46, df = 3, p.001

11.
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